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a b s t r a c t

Recent developments in the analysis of large Markov models facilitate the fast approxima-
tion of transient characteristics of the underlying stochastic process. Fluid analysismakes it
possible to consider previously intractable models whose underlying discrete state space
grows exponentially as model components are added. In this work, we show how fluid-
approximation techniques may be used to extract passage-time measures from perfor-
mance models. We focus on two types of passage measure: passage times involving indi-
vidual components, as well as passage times which capture the time taken for a population
of components to evolve.

Specifically, we show that for models of sufficient scale, global passage-time distribu-
tions can be well approximated by a deterministic fluid-derived passage-time measure.
Where models are not of sufficient scale, we are able to generate upper and lower ap-
proximations for the entire cumulative distribution function of these passage-time random
variables, using moment-based techniques. Additionally, we show that, for passage-time
measures involving individual components, the cumulative distribution function can be
directly approximated by fluid techniques.

Finally, using the GPA tool, we take advantage of the rapid fluid computation of passage
times to show how a multi-class client–server system can be optimised to satisfy multiple
service level agreements.

© 2011 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

Passage-time or response-time distributions are some of the most sought-after quantitative performance measures of a
system. Passage-time quantiles form the basis ofmany service level agreements (SLAs) in the telecommunications and other
industries, e.g. a virtualised web service should process a request within 0.6 s, 98% of the time.

However, analysis of such industrial-scale systems requires the ability to deal with massive underlying discrete state
spaces which grow exponentially as system components are added to themodel. Indeed the capability of traditional explicit
state-space techniques for computing passage-time distributions is quickly exceeded [1].

Fluid analysis of performance models offers the exciting potential for the analysis of massive state-spaces at small
computational cost.We consider heremassively-parallel Markovmodels that consist of synchronising groups of component
Markov chains, phrased in the grouped PEPA (GPEPA) process algebra [2]. Fluid analysis involves approximating their
underlying discrete state space with continuous real-valued variables and describing the transient evolution of those
variables with ordinary differential equations (ODEs). The solution to the ODEs is an approximation to discrete stochastic
processes which count the number of Markov chain components in the model which are in a given state. The fluid analysis
framework forGPEPA [2] built on the original approach for PEPAbyHillston [3]. Similar approaches have also beendeveloped
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for various other stochastic process algebras such as stochastic concurrent constraint programming (sCCP) [4] and stochastic
π-calculus [5], and stochastic Petri net formalisms [6]. These approaches are also very similar to the so-called mean-field
methods of Le Boudec et al. [7], Bobbio et al. [8] and Bakhshi et al. [9].

The goal of this paper is to show that fluid-analysis techniques can be used to compute passage-time distributions
efficiently. In terms of previousworkwhich has also considered passage times in the context of fluid analysis, Tribastone [10]
has shown how average steady-state individual passage times in PEPAmodelsmay be computed by combining fluid analysis
with the classical result fromqueueing theory knownas Little’s Law [11]. Such an approachhas also been applied byDing [12]
and is used by Clark et al. [13] and Kesidis et al. [14].

Our approach however builds on the preliminarywork of Bradley et al. [15],which noted that a certain class of conditional
passage-time measure was equivalent to the time to extinction of a certain set of components within a modified model. This
is a quantity which, using fluid-analysis techniques, can be approximated by the time it takes for a component of the system
of ODEs to reach zero. As we will see, this perspective allows us to develop techniques which give access to the distribution
of passage-time measurements rather than just averages. Such an ability is key since most SLAs are specified in terms of
passage-time quantiles rather than averages. Our first contribution is to develop the ideas of [15] to introduce two new
classes of passage-time measure which are amenable to this form of approximation: global and individual passage times.

In Section 3.1, we introduce the notion of a global passage time as a means of capturing system-wide passages. We
show how they can be approximated by fluid analysis as a time-to-extinction measure. Specifically, in Section 3.1.1, we
present a deterministic point-mass approximation, to which an appropriate sequence of global passage times will converge
as the component populations increase. Where the component populations are not large enough for the deterministic
approximation to be accurate, we improve upon this significantly by showing how efficient approximate upper and lower
bounds on the cumulative distribution function of the entire passage time can be derived (Section 3.1.2).

Section 3.2 shows how individual passage times can track the evolution of single components in massively parallel
systems, both in the steady-state and transient regimes. For these individual passage times we show how the entire
cumulative distribution function can be well approximated by fluid techniques. Individual passage-time measures are
analogous to tagged-customer measures in stochastic Petri nets [16,17]. However these approaches still rely on traditional
explicit state Markov chain analysis and are thus susceptible to state-space explosion.

In Section 4, we provide convergence proofs for both global and individual passage times. The convergence proof for
so-called steady-state individual passage times requires a proof of convergence of the fluid approximation in the steady-
state regime (Theorem 4.3) which is a powerful new generic result in itself extending similar discrete-time results of
Benaïm and Le Boudec [7] to the continuous-time case. We also provide for the first time inexpensive methods for the
verification of the asymptotic stability of the approximating differential equations’ fixed point which is a precondition of
Theorem 4.3 (Sections 4.2.1 and 4.2.2). Finally, we demonstrate an implementation of the passage time techniques given
in this paper using the GPA tool [18] (can be downloaded from http://code.google.com/p/gpanalyser). Section 5 contains
a worked example of a multi-class client–server model. This model exploits the rapid fluid computation of passage times
possible in GPA to show how SLAs for each class of customer can be individually satisfied while minimising the number of
servers required in the system.

In summary, we provide a machinery for the systematic approximation of passage-time distributions in performance
models with underlying state-space sizes well beyond the capabilities of existing techniques. In order to accomplish this we
will use the grouped PEPA extension of the well-known stochastic process algebra, PEPA, to express the types of massively-
parallel system that we wish to analyse.

1.1. Grouped PEPA

Grouped PEPA [2] (or GPEPA) is a simple extension of the stochastic process algebra PEPA [19], which facilitates the
application of fluid analysis techniques to massively-parallel models. A GPEPA model consists of a number of labelled
cooperating component groups, each of which consists of a large number of components operating together in parallel.
We refer to the components within these groups as fluid components. The fluid components are those whose state will be
tracked explicitly by an approximating system of differential equations.

1.1.1. Component groups
A component group is a parallel cooperation of a normally large number of fluid components. By parallel here we mean

that there is no synchronisation between individual members of the component group. Syntactically, a component group,
D, is specified by the following grammar:

D ::= D ≀≀ D | P (1.1)

where P is a fluid component, a PEPA process algebra term to be formally introduced in the next section. The combinator ≀≀
represents parallel, unsynchronised cooperation between fluid components.

As we will see in more detail in Section 1.1.3, a grouped PEPA model is formed by combining multiple labelled component
groups together. Syntactically, the grammar for a grouped PEPA model G is:

G ::= G ◃▹
L
G | Y {D} (1.2)

http://code.google.com/p/gpanalyser
http://code.google.com/p/gpanalyser
http://code.google.com/p/gpanalyser
http://code.google.com/p/gpanalyser
http://code.google.com/p/gpanalyser
http://code.google.com/p/gpanalyser
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Prefix

(α, r).P
(α, r)
−−→ P

Competitive Choice

P
(α, r)
−−→ P ′

P + Q
(α, r)
−−→ P ′

Q
(α, r)
−−→ Q ′

P + Q
(α, r)
−−→ Q ′

Cooperation

P
(α, r)
−−→ P ′

P ◃▹
S
Q

(α, r)
−−→ P ′ ◃▹

S
Q

(α /∈ S)
Q

(α, r)
−−→ Q ′

P ◃▹
S
Q

(α, r)
−−→ P ◃▹

S
Q ′

(α /∈ S)

P
(α, r1)
−−−→ P ′ Q

(α, r2)
−−−→ Q ′

P ◃▹
S
Q

(α, R)
−−→ P ′ ◃▹

S
Q ′

(α ∈ S)

where R := r1
rα(P)

r2
rα(Q )

min(rα(P), rα(Q ))

Hiding

P
(α, r)
−−→ P ′

P/H
(α, r)
−−→ P ′/H

(α /∈ H)

P
(α, r)
−−→ P ′

P/H
(τ , r)
−−→ P ′/H

(α ∈ H)

Constant

P
(α, r)
−−→ P ′

C
(α, r)
−−→ P ′

(C def
= P)

Fig. 1. Structured operational semantics of PEPA.

where Y is a group label, unique to each component group. The term G ◃▹
L
G represents synchronisation over the set of

action types L ⊆ A \ {τ }. Exactly what this means in terms of the operational semantics of PEPA will be discussed in the
following two sections. Informally, a fluid component in one component group may synchronise with a fluid component in
another component group, but, as mentioned above, fluid components may not synchronise with other fluid components
in the same component group. We will see that this restriction defines a class of models to which fluid analysis is naturally
applicable.

1.1.2. Fluid components in GPEPA
A fluid component is simply defined to be any standard PEPAprocess algebra component. Syntactically, a fluid component

is specified by the standard PEPA grammar [19]:

S ::= (α, r).S | S + S | CS

P ::= P ◃▹
L
P | P/L | S | CP

(1.3)

where α ∈ A is an action type, L ⊆ A \ {τ } and r ∈ R+ ∪ {n⊤ | n ∈ Q, n > 0} is a rate parameter. A timed transition is also
referred to as an activity.

In line with Eq. (1.3), a fluid component can be a purely sequential component, S, or a model component, P , with its own
internal parallelism. CS and CP represent constantswhich denote sequential components ormodel components respectively.
The effect of this syntactic separation between constants is to constrain legal PEPA components to be only cooperations
between sequential components.

Now we introduce informally the intended semantics of the PEPA syntax defined above. The formal structured opera-
tional semantics are given in Fig. 1.
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Prefix The basic mechanism for describing the behaviour of a system with a PEPA model is to give a component a
designated first action using the prefix combinator, denoted by a full stop. (α, r).P carries out an α-action with
rate r , and it subsequently behaves thereafter as P .

Choice The component P+Q represents a systemwhichmay behave either as P or as Q . The activities of both P and Q are
enabled. If an activity in P completes first, the system then proceeds by taking on the behaviour of the derivative
of P following the completed action; and vice-versa for Q .

Constant It is convenient to be able to assign names to patterns of behaviour associated with components. Constants are
components whose meaning is given by a defining equation, written as X def

= P .
Hiding The possibility to abstract away some aspects of the behaviour of a component is provided by the hiding operator,

denoted P/L. Here, the set L identifies those action types which are to be considered internal or private to the
component and which will appear as the hidden action type τ in the transition system of the model.

Cooperation Wewrite P ◃▹
L
Q to denote cooperation between P and Q over L. The set which is used as the subscript to the

cooperation symbol, the cooperation set L, determines those action types on which the components are forced to
synchronise. For action types not in L, the components proceed independently and concurrentlywith their enabled
activities. We write P ‖ Q as an abbreviation for P ◃▹

∅
Q , where P and Q execute in parallel.

Fundamental to PEPA is the notion of apparent rate, rα(P), whichmeasures the observed rate that a process, P , executes an
action, α. This defines the rate that a cooperating process sees and is therefore integral to the speed of cooperation between
processes. Formally, for a given action type α ∈ A, it is thus calculated by summing the rates of all enabled activities of this
type rα(P) :=

∑
P

(α, λ)
−−−→

λ. Apparent rate can also be defined equivalently in a recursive manner over the PEPA grammar,
see e.g. [19].

If a component enables an activity whose action type is in the cooperation set it will not be able to proceed with that
activity until the other component also enables an activity of that type. The two components then proceed together to
complete the shared activity. Once enabled, the rate of a shared activity has to be altered to reflect the slower component in
a cooperation. Within the cooperation framework, PEPA assumes bounded capacity: that is, a component cannot be made to
perform an activity faster by cooperation, and the rate of a shared activity is defined as the minimum of the apparent rates
of the activity in the cooperating components.

In some cases, when the rate of a shared activity is determined by only one component in the cooperation, then the other
component is defined as passive with respect to that activity. This means that the rate of the activity is left unspecified
(denoted ⊤) and is determined upon cooperation, by the rate of the activity in the other component. In defining fluid
components, we restrict all passive actions to be synchronised in a final (outermost) fluid component, so as not to allow
passive cooperation between component groups. Also a fluid component is not allowed to offer the same action type both
passively and actively (a standard restriction in PEPA).

For a given fluid component P , its derivative set ds(P) is the set of components reachable from P . That is, ds(P) is the

smallest set of components such that P ∈ ds(P) and if for any P1 ∈ ds(P), P1
(α, r)
−−→ P2 then P2 ∈ ds(P). We also define the

multiset of enabled activities of a PEPA component P to be Act(P) := {|(α, r) : P
(α, r)
−−→ |}, and write A(P) for the set of

action types which are used by any derivative state of P , that is, A(P) := ∪P ′∈ds(P){α : P ′
(α, ·)
−−→}. The derivation graph of P is

a labelled and directed multigraph whose nodes are the derivative states of P and two nodes in the multigraph, say P1 and

P2 ∈ ds(P), have a directed arc between them for every transition P1
(α, λ)
−−−→ P2. The derivation graph can then be interpreted

naturally as a CTMC, whose states are given by the derivative states and each arc represents a transition at the rate of the
activity labelling the arc. We call this the underlying CTMC of P .

1.1.3. Grouped PEPA examples
To illustrate more clearly how component groups and fluid components are used together to construct grouped PEPA

models, we will now introduce a PEPA model which will also serve as a running example throughout this paper. The type
of model we wish to consider is one which exhibits massive parallelism. We present such a system below where we have
a population of n clients and a population of m servers. The system uses a 2-stage fetch mechanism: a client requests data
from the pool of servers; one of the servers receives the request, another server may then fetch the data for the client. At
any stage, a server in the pool may fail. Clients may also timeout when waiting for data after their initial request. Classical
Markov chain analysis of any variety requires exploration of the global state space and, even for such a simple system, we
will see that this quickly becomes computationally infeasible.

We capture this scenario of n clients cooperating on the request and data actions with m resources with the following
PEPA system equation:

Client[n] ◃▹
L
Server[m]

where L = {request, data} and C[n] represents n parallel copies of component C:

C[n] := (C ‖ . . . ‖ C)  
n

(1.4)
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Each client is represented as a Client component and each server as a Server component. Each client operates forever in a
loop, completing three tasks in sequence: request , data and then think; and they may also perform a timeout action when
waiting for data:

Client def
= (request, rr).Client_waiting

Client_waiting def
= (data, rd).Client_think + (timeout, rtmt).Client

Client_think def
= (think, rt).Client

The servers on the other hand first complete a request action followed by a data action in cooperation with the clients but at
either stage they may perform a break action and enter a broken state in which a reset action is required before the server
can be used again:

Server def
= (request, rr).Server_get + (break, rb).Server_broken

Server_get def
= (data, rd).Server + (break, rb).Server_broken

Server_broken def
= (reset, rrst).Server

The request and data actions are shared actions between the clients and servers in order to model the fact that clients
must perform these actions by interacting with a server. The actions timeout , think, break and reset , on the other hand, are
completed independently.

The PEPA model introduced above has n client components and m server components, each of which can be in one of
three states, so the underlying CTMC of this simple model has the order of 3n+m states. This exponential growth in the
size of the state space for models of only modest description is known as the state space explosion problem. If state-space
aggregation [20] is applied, the exponential growth still persists, only in the number of local derivative states rather than
in the component population size [2]. For example, if n = 200, m = 100, there are of the order of

3+200−1
200


×
3+100−1

100


=

104, 570, 451 aggregate states, still well beyond the capability of any explicit-state analysis method. This problemwould of
course be even more pronounced for more realistic and detailed models.

The natural representation of this situation as a GPEPA model would have the structure:

CS(n,m)
def
= Clients{Client[n]} ◃▹

L
Servers{Server[m]} (1.5)

where C[k] extends to the fluid combinator ≀≀ . So the fluid components are Client , Client_waiting , Client_think, Server ,
Server_get and Server_broken. That is, the fluid approximation will consist of six coupled differential equations counting
the number of each of these fluid components active in the model. Alternatively, assuming that n is even, the following
GPEPA model representation of the same standard PEPA model is also possible:

Clients{(Client ‖ Client)[n/2]} ◃▹
L
Servers{Server[m]}

In this case,we consider eachpair of clients as a single fluid component. So therewill be twelve coupleddifferential equations
since |ds(Client ‖ Client)| = 9.

It is important to note that the combinator ≀≀ has the same stochasticmeaning as ‖. However, as we have seen above, the
two distinct combinators are necessary to resolve possible ambiguity in the case of component groups, which contain fluid
components with their own internal parallelism. Indeed, the purpose of the additional level of model structure afforded by
GPEPA models is to define the granularity at which the fluid approximation is performed, as will be described in Section 2.

We define the operational semantics of a GPEPA model to be identical to that of the equivalent standard PEPA model
which is obtained syntactically by removing the group labels and replacing the ≀≀ combinatorswith ‖.We call this operation
flattening and a formal flattening function is given in Definition 1.1.Wemay thus define the equivalent operational semantics
on GPEPA models by composing the flattening function with the operational semantics of standard PEPA.

Formally, for any two GPEPA models, G1 and G2, we say G1
(α, r)
−−→ G2 if and only if F (G1)

(α, r)
−−→ F (G2), counting also the

multiplicity of such transitions. In thiswaywemay extend the definition of the set of derivative states ds(G) toGPEPAmodels
G. Further, we may define an underlying CTMC for a GPEPAmodel, which is trivially isomorphic to that of the corresponding
equivalent standard PEPA model obtained through flattening.

Definition 1.1 (Flattening Function). For any GPEPA model G, the corresponding standard PEPA model F (G), can be
recovered from the grouped model, defined by: F (M1 ◃▹

L
M2) := F (M1) ◃▹

L
F (M2) and F (Y {D}) := F ′(D); where for

component groups: F ′(D1 ≀≀ D2) := F ′(D1) ‖ F ′(D2) and F ′(P) := P .

Also, we extend naturally to a GPEPA model G, the definitions of apparent rate rα(G) := rα(F (G)) for α ∈ A, action set
A(G) := A(F (G)) and activity set Act(G) := Act(F (G)).
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1.1.4. Service level agreements and passage-time definition in Grouped PEPA
Service level agreements or SLAs form the basis of many industrial quality-of-service guarantees. In this paper, we tackle

a class of SLAs which are specified in terms of passage-time quantiles, which can in general be described by the statement:

A sequence of events should occur within a time t, with a certain probability, p.

In order to validate an SLA of this type, we will, in general, require a passage-time distribution for the occurrence of the
sequence of events within the system. To achieve this for models of realistic size, we will extract passage-time distributions
from a model description without having to expand the global state space. We will show that, using fluid techniques, we
can answer two types of passage-time question:

Global passage time What is the probability that half of the clients have executed at least one think action by time t?
Individual passage time What is the probability that any individual server has completed a break action by time t?

We will introduce these two classes of passage times in Section 3. In Section 4 we will show, in the case of global passage
times, that there is a passage-time limit relation that can be expressed for models such as CS(2n, n) such that in the limit
of n→∞ the sequence of passage-time densities will converge to a deterministic distribution. For models where n is not
large enough for this to be an accurate approximation, we will also show that it is possible to estimate easily-calculated
approximate bounds on the CDF of the passage time, again using fluid techniques.

In the case of individual passage times, we will also show that fluid analysis can be used to approximate the cumulative
distribution function of the passage-time measure directly.

2. Fluid analysis of GPEPA models

Fluid analysis captures the number of fluid components in a particular derivative state of a GPEPA model as the system
evolves. The evolution of the fluid components is described by a set of ordinary differential equations, derived directly
from the GPEPAmodel description. These differential equations are easy to solve numerically and provide a straightforward
approach to analysing massive performance models. Fluid semantics for PEPA, first introduced by Hillston [3], have since
been extended and developed in a number of different directions in the literature [21,22,2]. Furthermore, similar ideas have
been applied in other stochastic process algebra [4,5] and stochastic Petri net [23] formalisms.

All of thematerial in this section is taken from [2]. In some cases, we give only informal explanations in this paper, such as
the table belowwhich enumerates key functions of a GPEPAmodel which will be used to generate the differential equations
in Definition 2.4.

G(G) The set of all component group labels in the GPEPA model G, e.g. G(CS(n,m)) = {Clients, Servers}.
B(G,H) The set of all fluid component states in the component group of G which has group label H , e.g.

B(CS(n,m), Clients) = {Client, Client_waiting, Client_think}.
B(G) The set of all pairs of a component group label and a fluid component in the group specified by that label, e.g.

B(CS(n,m)) = {(Clients, Client), (Clients, Client_waiting), (Clients, Client_think), (Servers, Server),
(Servers, Server_get), (Servers, Server_broken)}.

N (G) The number of all possible fluid component derivative states in each group of G, representing the number of
approximating differential equations, N (G) = |B(G)|, e.g. N (CS(n,m)) = 6.

S(G,H) The size of the component group with label H . That is, the number of parallel components in the group, e.g.
S(CS(n,m), Clients) = n.

S(G) The total size of all component groups in G, e.g. S(CS(n,m)) = n+m.

2.1. Deriving ODEs from GPEPA models

In this section, we present the fluid translation for PEPA models using the GPEPA model framework. We will introduce
the following key rate and probability functions based on GPEPA model evolution.

Rα(G,N,H, P) The component rate functionmeasures the local rate at which fluid components in state P in group
H perform α-actions in the context of the cooperation within the wider grouped PEPA model G in
aggregate state given by N .

pα(P,Q ) The derivative weighting functionmeasures the probability that a fluid component P evolves to Q
in one α-transition.

rα(G,N) The apparent rate function measures the total rate of α being produced by GPEPA model G in
aggregate state represented by N .

The quantities which will be subject to the fluid approximation are exposed formally through an aggregation of a GPEPA
model’s state space. Considering CS(n,m) again, we see there are n×m differentways the initial shared request action can be
performed. This is because the request action involves exactly oneClient andone Server component. Each of these transitions
occurs at rate 1

n
1
m min(n,m)rr . The aggregation collects states together based on the number of fluid components in each
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derivative state in each component group. In the case of CS(n,m), we might represent the initial aggregate state informally
as ‘‘n × Client , 0 × Client_waiting , 0 × Client_think, m × Server , 0 × Server_get and 0 × Server_broken components’’.
All of the n × m request-transitions would then become a single transition from this aggregate state to the aggregate state
‘‘(n−1)×Client , 1×Client_waiting , 0×Client_think, (m−1)×Server , 1×Server_get and 0×Server_broken components’’
at an aggregate rate of min(n,m)rr . The general extension of this aggregation process constructs an underlying aggregated
CTMC from a given GPEPA model (as originally constructed for PEPA [20]).

In general and more formally, it has been shown [2, Theorem 2.12] that the underlying CTMC of a GPEPA model can
always be aggregated according to the fluid component counts. That is, two states G1 and G2 ∈ ds(G) are aggregated if
and only if they have the same number of each type of fluid component in each component group. Then each state of the
underlying aggregated CTMC of a GPEPA model G can be uniquely determined by the model’s initial state and a function
N ∈ B(G)→ Z+. This function counts the number of fluid components in each derivative state currently active in a given
component group.

We may then define the component rate function for a GPEPA model G, which calculates the aggregate rate at which
fluid components of type P within a component group H complete an action α in the aggregate state specified by N . This is
needed to describe the rate of evolution of a component group from one derivative state to the next when constructing the
differential equations from the model.

Definition 2.1 (Component Rate Function). LetG be aGPEPAmodel. For (H, P) ∈ B(G), action typeα ∈ A andN ∈ B(G)→
Z+ specifying the component counts, the component rate is Rα(G,N,H, P), defined as:

Rα(M1 ◃▹
L
M2,N,H, P) :=


Rα(Mi,N,H,P)

rα(Mi,N)
min(rα(M1,N), rα(M2,N)) if α ∈ L and H ∈ G(Mi), for i = 1 or 2

Rα(Mi,N,H, P) if α /∈ L and H ∈ G(Mi), for i = 1 or 2

Rα(Y {D},N,H, P) :=


N(H, P) rα(P) if H = Y and P ∈ B(G,H)
0 otherwise

The terms of the form Rα(Mi,N,H,P)

rα(Mi,N)
min(rα(M1,N), rα(M2,N)) are defined as 0 when rα(Mi,N) = 0.

This definition uses an alternate version of the apparent rate function, defined in terms of component counts, N ∈
B(G)→ Z+. The apparent rate function, rα(G,N), measures the total rate of α being produced by the whole GPEPA model
G in the aggregate state represented by N .

Definition 2.2 (Apparent Rate). Let G be a GPEPA model. Let α ∈ A be an action type and N ∈ B(G) → Z+ specify the
component counts. Then the apparent rate is rα(G,N), defined as:

rα(M1 ◃▹
L
M2,N) :=


min(rα(M1,N), rα(M2,N)) if α ∈ L
rα(M1,N)+ rα(M2,N) otherwise

rα(Y {D},N) :=
−

P∈B(Y {D},Y )

N(Y , P) rα(P)

By way of example, consider the aggregate state of CS(n,m) represented by the function N ∈ B(CS(n,m))→ Z+, defined
by N(Clients, Client) = 1, N(Clients, Client_waiting) = 0, N(Clients, Client_think) = n − 1, N(Servers, Server) = m
and N(Servers, Server_get) = N(Servers, Server_broken) = 0. Then an example component rate function evaluation on
this state is:

Rthink(CS(n,m),N, Clients, Client_think) = (n− 1)× rt

In order to move towards the derivation of the fluid model (Definition 2.4) that will describe the evolution of a general
GPEPA model over time, we need to introduce an explicit stochastic process that defines the state of the model. So for a
GPEPA model G, let the integer-valued stochastic process NH,P(t) count the number of P-components active at a given time
t ∈ R+ within the component group, H , for (H, P) ∈ B(G). In Definition 2.4, we will see how the process NH,P(t) can be
approximated by a real-valued deterministic functions vH,P(t) by means of a system of ODEs.

In order to generate a set of ODEs for vH,P(t) that approximate NH,P(t), we require expressions for the total increment
rate (part (1) of Eq. (2.2)) and the total decrement rate (part (2) of Eq. (2.2)) of a component P in the group H . We also
need a counting process Nt ∈ B(G)→ Z+ associated with NH,P(t) such that Nt(H, P) = NH,P(t) for all (H, P) ∈ B(G). Nt
represents the aggregated CTMC state at time t .

The decrement rate attributed to an action α is the sum of the rates of all outgoing α-transitions from the current
aggregated CTMC state which involve evolution of a P-component into some other component and can be shown to be [2,
Theorem 2.15]:−

P≠Q∈B(G,H)

pα(P,Q )Rα(G,Nt ,H, P)
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where pα(P,Q ) is the derivative weighting function (defined below), the probability that a fluid component P doing an α-
action transits to another specified fluid component Q . The increment rate of P in H attributed to an action α is the sum of
the rates of all outgoing α-transitions from the current aggregated CTMC state which involve evolution into a P-component,
given by [2, Theorem 2.15]:−

P≠Q∈B(G,H)

pα(Q , P) Rα(G,Nt ,H,Q ) (2.1)

Definition 2.3 (Derivative Weighting Function). Let P and Q be fluid components and let α ∈ A. Then pα(P,Q ) :=
1

rα(P)

∑
P

(α, λ)
−−−→Q

λ. This is defined to be zero when rα(P) = 0.

The rate of change of the number of components P in H is finally given by the increment rate (1) minus the decrement
rate (2) in Eq. (2.2), over all actions α.

Definition 2.4 (ODEs Associated With a GPEPA Model). Let G be a GPEPA model. We define the evolution of the vH,P(t) over
time for (H, P) ∈ B(G) by the system of first-order coupled ODEs:

v̇H,P(t) =
−
α∈A

−
Q∈B(G,H)

pα(Q , P) Rα(G, Vt ,H,Q )  
(1)

−

−
α∈A

Rα(G, Vt ,H, P)  
(2)

(2.2)

where for t ∈ R+, Vt ∈ B(G) → R is a continuous counting process that produces a real-valued approximation of the
component count for time t . Thus Vt(H, P) := vH,P(t) for all (H, P) ∈ B(G). Unless stated otherwise, the initial conditions
V0 ∈ B(G)→ R+ are those naturally defined by the initial state of G.

By way of example, applying this definition to the model CS(n,m) results in the differential equations of Appendix A.1.
Note that for non-negative initial conditions, it is immediate from the definition of the ODEs that for any solution,

v̇H,P(t) ≥ −vH,P(t), and thus, vH,P(t) ≥ 0 for all t ∈ R+. Furthermore since for all H ∈ G(G),
∑

P∈B(G,H) v̇H,P(t) = 0
and V0(H, P) ≤ S(G,H), vH,P(t) ≤ S(G,H) for all t ∈ R+. That is, any solution to the system of ODEsmust at least lie within
the natural boundaries imposed by the model they are derived from.

In the general situation of later sections, we will not necessarily wish to carry around so much notation. For a GPEPA
model G we can always fix some ordering on the pairs (H, P) ∈ B(G), so each (H, P) ∈ B(G) corresponds uniquely to
some i ∈ {1, . . . , N (G)}. Accordingly, we may write the system of ODEs of Definition 2.4 simply as v̇(t) = f(v(t)), where
v(t) = (v1(t), . . . , vN (G)(t))T ∈ RN (G)

+ , so that, if i corresponds to (H, P), then vi(t) = vH,P(t) for all t ∈ R+. Using the same
ordering, write N(t) as the vector-valued stochastic process with entries, Ni(t) corresponding to each NH,P(t).

The technical result in Appendix B.1 gives Lipschitz continuity of f, thus guaranteeing the unique existence of a solution to
the system of differential equations [e.g. 24]. It is also required for the proofs of convergence results in Section 4. Finally, the
following straightforward resultwill prove to be fundamental in ensuring that passage-time approximations are comparable
for a sequence of structurally-equivalent models.

Lemma 2.5. Let G be a GPEPA model. Its corresponding system of ODEs can be written in the form, v̇(t) = f(v(t)), as above. For
any β ∈ R+, f(βx) = βf(x) for all x ∈ RN (G)

+ .

Proof. This follows from the homogeneity of the apparent and component rate functions, that is: rα(G, βN) = βrα(G,N)
and Rα(G, βN,H, P) = βRα(G,N,H, P) for all (H, P) ∈ B(G) and N ∈ B(G)→ R+. �

It is known that v(t) can often be expected to approximate E[N(t)] well [e.g. 2,18,25,8,4]. This fact will be exploited
to construct some of the passage-time approximations of Section 3. Qualitative estimations of the accuracy of this
approximation can be obtained by utilising the notion of so-called switch points as detailed in [18]. Switch points are
coordinates in the ODE phase space where the fluid approximation can be expected to be at its worst. Fluid-approximation
results from models for which the ODEs remain for long periods in such regions should then be treated with much more
caution.

We may extend the ideas of this section to develop differential equations which approximate arbitrary higher-order
moments of GPEPAmodel component counts [2]. Such approximationswill help us still further in Section 3 to develop tighter
global passage-time approximations. The additional differential equations which can be used to approximate higher-order
moments are introduced in the next section. Similarly to the first moment approximation, the notion of switch points [18]
can also be used to reason qualitatively about the approximation accuracy for higher moments.

2.2. Higher-moment differential equations from GPEPA models

For the sake of brevity we will not go into detail regarding how differential equations approximating higher-order
moments of component counts are generated. The general approach is similar to moment closure techniques from biology
and chemistry [e.g. 25–27]. In the case of GPEPA, we will give the definitions here and direct the reader towards [2] for the
detailed derivation and further discussion.
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In this section, we are interested in providing differential-equation based approximations to arbitrary moments of fluid
component counts in GPEPA models. For a GPEPA model G, a general higher-order moment E[M(t)] can be specified by
functions M ∈ B(G) → Z+ such that M(t) =

∏
B∈B(G) NB(t)M(B). We will write vM(t) for its ODE approximation, the

solution to the ODE given in the following definition.

Definition 2.6 (Higher-moment ODEs Associated With a GPEPA Model). Let G be a GPEPA model. We define the evolution of
the vM(t) over time for M ∈ B(G)→ Z+ by the system of first-order coupled ODEs:

v̇M(t) =
−

(J−,J+,α)∈J(G)

ρα(J−, J+)

×

−
K∈K(J−,J+,M)

 ∏
B∈J−\J+

(−1)M(B)−K(B)
∏

B∈B(G)


M(B)
K(B)


Rα(G, V ∗t [K ], J−)


(2.3)

For t ∈ R+, V ∗t [K ] ∈ B(G)→ R+ is given by: for all B ∈ B(G), V ∗t [K ](B) := vI(t) where I(B′) = K(B′) for all B′ ≠ B and
I(B) = K(B)+1.K(J−, J+, M) is the set of all elements K ∈ B(G)→ Z+, such that 0 ≤ K(B) ≤M(B) for all B ∈ J−⊖J+,
and K(B) =M(B) for all B ∈ B(G) \ (J− ⊖ J+), and

∑
B∈B(G) K(B) <

∑
B∈B(G) M(B).1

The initial condition for each moment approximation is that naturally implied by the initial state of G.

This definition requires a generalisation of the component rate function (Definition 2.1), the joint component rate function,
which is the aggregate rate at which all of a given set of fluid components complete an action of a given action type in
cooperation together. This is defined in terms of the joint evolution set which enumerates the possible ways in which fluid
components can evolve together with a particular action type. Both definitions follow.

Definition 2.7 (Joint Evolution Set). Let G be a GPEPA model. Then the joint evolution set is J(G), defined as follows.

J(M1 ◃▹
L
M2) := {(J

1
−
∪ J2
−
, J1
+
∪ J2
+
, α) : (J1

−
, J1
+
, α) ∈ J(M1), (J2

−
, J2
+
, α) ∈ J(M2), α ∈ L}

∪ {(J−, J+, α) : (J−, J+, α) ∈ J(M1) , α /∈ L}
∪ {(J−, J+, α) : (J−, J+, α) ∈ J(M2) , α /∈ L}

J(H{D}) :=


P
(α, ·)
−−→Q

P,Q∈B(G,H)

{{(H, P)}, {(H,Q )}, α}

Definition 2.8 (Joint Component Rate Function). Let G be a GPEPA model. Let J ⊆ B(G) be non-empty. Let α ∈ A and
N ∈ B(G)→ Z+. Then the joint component rate is Rα(G,N, J), defined as follows.

Rα(M1 ◃▹
L
M2,N, J)

:=


Rα(M1,N,J1)

rα(M1,N)

Rα(M2,N,J2)
rα(M2,N)

min(rα(M1,N), rα(M2,N)) if α ∈ L, J * B(Mj) for j = 1 and 2
Rα(Mj,N, J) if α /∈ L, J ⊆ B(Mj) for j = 1 or 2

0 otherwise

In the first line of the definition, we defineJ1 andJ2 to be the unique partition ofJ such thatJ1 ⊆ B(M1) andJ2 ⊆ B(M2).
As before, terms with zeros in the denominator are defined as zero.

Rα(H{D},N, J) :=


N(H, P) rα(P) if J = {(H, P)}
0 otherwise

Finally, we require a generalised version of the derivative weighting function (Definition 2.3), the joint derivative
weighting function, which for a given set of fluid components, computes the probability that after a joint α-action they
transit together to another given set of fluid components.

Definition 2.9 (Joint Derivative Weighting Function). Let G be a GPEPA model and let (J−, J+, α) ∈ J(G). Then ρα(J−, J+)
is the joint derivative weighting function, defined as follows.

ρα(J−, J+) :=
∏

(H,P)∈J−

pα(P,QH,J+)

whereQH,J+ is defined as the unique fluid componentQ , such that (H,Q ) ∈ J+. That itwill exist andbeunique is guaranteed
by the fact that (J−, J+, α) ∈ J(G).

1 Where A⊖ B := (A ∪ B) \ (A ∩ B) is the symmetric difference of the two sets A and B.
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3. Fluid passage-time approximations

The purpose of this paper is to show how the fluid-approximation techniques introduced in the previous section may
be used to compute approximations to passage-time random variables of interest. Bradley et al. [15] noted that we can
consider certain passage times as the time to extinction of a certain set of components in a modified version of the original
model. This exposes the quantities to approximation by fluid-analysis techniques. These ideas were inspired by traditional
passage-time analysis techniques [28,29] where absorbing modifications are made to make passage-time measures more
explicit.

For example, in the case of the CS(n,m)model of Eq. (1.5), wemay be interested in how long it takes for some proportion
of the initial n clients to complete their first cycle (consisting of at least one request-, data- and think-action, perhaps
interrupted by timeout-actions). As it stands, such a random variable cannot be represented explicitly in the aggregated
state space; we wish to represent it as the passage from a given source state to a set of target states. In order to do this,
we can modify the Client_think fluid component and introduce three new fluid components, Client ′, Client_waiting ′ and
Client_think′, as follows:

Client def
= (request, rr).Client_waiting Client ′ def

= (request, rr).Client_waiting ′

Client_waiting def
= (data, rd).Client_think Client_waiting ′ def

= (data, rd).Client_think′

+ (timeout, rtmt).Client + (timeout, rtmt).Client ′

Client_think def
= (think, rt).Client ′ Client_think′ def

= (think, rt).Client ′

Call the resulting model CS ′(n,m)
def
= Clients{Client[n]} ◃▹

L
Servers{Server[m]}. These additional states will allow us to

distinguish between components which have completed a cycle and ones that have not. Therefore, we are now in a position
to express the random variable we are interested in as the time to extinction of the specified number of the Client ,
Client_waiting and Client_think components in the modified model. It is easy to see how we could develop a similar
modification to, for example, allow us to time how long it takes for a client to complete any number of cycles. We will
shortly show how the differential equations obtained by applying Definition 2.4 to this modified model can be used to
compute fluid approximations to such random variables.

In this paper, we will consider two different classes of passage times, which are particularly amenable to accurate fluid
approximation under the right conditions. We will see shortly how the simple framework of the above example actually
includes instances of each.

Passage times of the first type are called global passage times. These passage times represent the time taken for a significant
proportion of a component population to reach some state, or achieve some particular goal.

The second type is called an individual passage time. These will be marginal passage times for individuals in a large
population of identically-distributed components.

3.1. Global passage times

We consider again instances of the model introduced above, with even numbers of clients, that is, CS ′(2n,m). Consider
the passage-time quantity for half (or n) of the clients to complete their initial cycle. Asmentioned above, the fluid semantics
of Section 2.1 can be applied to this model, yielding the system of 9 ODEs given in Appendix A.2. In contrast to the case of the
unmodifiedmodel, CS(2n,m), however, these ODEs allow us access to the random variablewe are interested in. Specifically,
it would seem sensible to construct the approximation by considering the deterministic quantity vC (t) + vCw(t) + vCt(t)
(or vC ′(t) + vCw′(t) + vCt ′(t)) and computing the time t at which it reaches the value n.2 We will present two possible
approaches, the first, which yields a deterministic approximation, and the second, which yields approximations to upper
and lower bounds on the entire distribution of the passage time. However, we first define the general class of global passage
times which we will be interested in for fluid analysis.

A global passage time consists of a GPEPAmodel together with an absorbing subset of its aggregated state space, specified
by a particular subset of fluid components and a target count for these fluid components to reach. The passage time is then
the time taken for this to occur. The formal definition follows.

Definition 3.1 (Global Passage Time). Let G be a GPEPA model, C ⊆ B(G) be a subset of fluid components and C ∈ Z+
represent the target component count. Define the global passage-time random variable, σ := inf{t ∈ R+ :

∑
B∈C NB(t) ≤

C}, where whenever t > σ ,
∑

B∈C NB(t) ≤ C , that is, the target states must be absorbing and the passage is timed starting
from the initial state of G.

This definition can be used to describe the example passage time for half of the clients to complete their first cycle by
letting G = CS ′(2n,m), C = {Client, Client_waiting, Client_think} and C = n.

2 Throughout this paper, we will often adopt obvious shorthands such as vC (t) for vClients,Client (t) and vSb(t) for vServers,Server_broken(t).
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Fig. 2. Passage-time CDFs for half of the clients to complete a cycle computed by stochastic simulation compared with the ODE point-mass approximation
(the dashed vertical line) for the model CS(2n,m).

3.1.1. Point-mass approximation
The most straightforward approach to approximating the passage time mentioned above would be to compute the time

t at which the quantity vC (t) + vCw(t) + vCt(t) reaches n. Fig. 2 shows cumulative distribution functions computed using
traditional methods for this passage-time random variable, with model rates set to rr = 2.0, rtmt = 0.3, rt = 0.5, rb = 0.05,
rd = 2.0, rrst = 1.0. In each case, we increase the number of clients and there are always three fifths asmany servers as there
are clients. Maintaining this ratio ensures that the point-mass approximation for each of these passage times is actually the
same (Lemma 2.5), represented by the dashed vertical line in the figure. The probability density functions converge to the
point mass as the component populations increase.

For a general global passage time specified for some GPEPA model G by C ⊆ B(G) and C ∈ Z+, as in Definition 3.1,
the point-mass approximation is defined simply as inf{t ∈ R+ :

∑
B∈C vB(t) ≤ C}. In Section 4.3.1, we will show that the

limiting result depicted in Fig. 2 holds in general.

3.1.2. Upper and lower CDF approximations
For smaller populations sizes, many of the passage-time distributions depicted in Fig. 2 have a significant level of

variability. In such cases, a deterministic passage-time approximation does not capture an accurate picture. In this section,
we show how we might address this by introducing what we term upper and lower approximations to global passage-time
CDFs. These are ODE-computed approximations to theoretically exact upper and lower CDF bounds. Often the approximation
itself is very accurate but this can be balanced by bounds which are not always as tight as we might ideally like.

In the next section we will introduce the simplest such approximations computed using only the first-moment ODE
approximations for GPEPAmodels which were defined in Section 2.1. Thenwewill develop tighter approximations utilising
the higher-moment approximations of Section 2.2.

3.1.3. First-moment CDF approximations
In this section, we will approximate global passage-time distributions by employing the well-knownMarkov inequality,

which says that for a non-negative random variable X and a > 0:

P{X ≥ a} ≤
E[X]
a

(3.1)

In order to exploit this, we can use the system of ODEs defined in Section 2.1 to approximate the component-count
expectations.

Consider again the model CS ′(2n,m) and the passage time for n of the clients to complete their first cycle. Denote this
randomvariable byσ , then applyingMarkov’s inequality, wemay obtain the following bounds on its cumulative distribution
function:

P{σ ≤ t} = P{NC ′(t)+ NCw′(t)+ NCt ′(t) ≥ n} ≤
E[NC ′(t)] + E[NCw′(t)] + E[NCt ′(t)]

n

= 1− P{NC (t)+ NCw(t)+ NCt(t) ≥ n+ 1} ≥ 1−
E[NC (t)] + E[NCw(t)] + E[NCt(t)]

n+ 1
(3.2)

Applying the approximation E[N(t)] ≈ v(t) allows us to estimate these bounds using the solutions to the corresponding
system of differential equations.

Fig. 3 gives the results of applying this approach for three different passage-time random variables. In all three cases we
note that the ODE approximation to the theoretical bound is generally very accurate. Where there is a larger discrepancy
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(a) Half of the clients. (b) Three quarters of the clients.

(c) All of the clients.

Fig. 3. Passage-time CDFs for varying proportions of the clients to complete a cycle computed by stochastic simulation compared with the ODE-derived
upper and lower approximations from Markov’s inequality for the model CS(20, 12). The dashed line represents the actual theoretical bound again
computed by stochastic simulation. Rates: rr = 2.0, rtmt = 0.3, rt = 0.5, rb = 0.05, rd = 2.0, rrst = 1.0.

between the ODEs and the simulated means, the error results from the approximation used to derive a closed system of
ODEs in Definition 2.4 and is concentrated in time intervals containing so-called switch points, as discussed in [2,18]. The
technique from [18] can detect the time intervals where these switch points exist and can suggest a suitable change in
system parameters to obtain more accurate ODEs.

We would certainly expect a more accurate result than the point-mass approximation depicted in Fig. 2 since that
required the entire distribution to concentrate around a point mass. In this section, however, we require only a convergence
of expectations, therefore, it would seem that the approximations of this sectionmay bemore useful for smaller component
populations than the point-mass approximation. This is an improvement paid for by the fact that only bounds on the CDF can
be obtained. However, a lower bound on a CDF is sufficient to verify satisfaction of an SLA specified in terms of passage-time
quantiles.

It is also pertinent to note that as the population size increases, these bounds can become quite loose, so at some point,
it is certainly likely to be advantageous to switch to the point-mass approximation. Indeed, when only first moments are
considered, we would not expect that the bounds would become tighter in the limit of large populations since no measure
of variability is considered.

Another interesting point to note in Fig. 3 is that the relative tightness of themore useful lower approximation appears to
be increasing in the higher and arguably more useful quantiles as the proportion being timed increases, whereas the upper
approximation becomes looser everywhere. To see why this is to be expected let σa be the passage-time random variable
for a of the clients to complete their first cycle and then note that in this case, we may phrase Eq. (3.2) as:

E[NC (t)] + E[NCw(t)] + E[NCt(t)] ≥ P{σa > t} × (2n− a+ 1)

This inequality can also be derived by considering the events {σa > t} and {σa ≤ t} and the smallest possible values of
NC (t) + NCw(t) + NCt(t) on each event. If σa ≤ t , the passage has completed and without extra information, we cannot
say anything more than the trivial statement NC (t) + NCw(t) + NCt(t) ≥ 0. In general, after a passage has completed,
NC (t) + NCw(t) + NCt(t) will not actually be zero and could in fact be as large as 2n − a. However as a approaches 2n the
potential for this discrepancy decreases hencewewould expect the approximation to become tighter aswe observe in Fig. 3.
A similar argument can be made for the increasing looseness of the upper approximation.

First-moment CDF approximations for general global passage times. Wenow show how to bound global passage-time random
variables in general. Let σ be a global passage-time random variable specified for some GPEPA model G by C ∈ B(G) and
C ∈ Z+, as in Definition 3.1. We may then compute, writing H := {H : (H, P) ∈ C} for the component groups involved in
the specification of the global passage time:
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P{σ ≤ t} = P

−
B∈C

NB(t) ≤ C



= P

−
Hi∈H

−
(Hi,Pj)∈C

NHi,Pj(t) ≤ C


= P

−
Hi∈H

S(G,Hi)−
−

(Hi,Pj)∈C

NHi,Pj(t)

 ≥ −
Hi∈H

S(G,Hi)− C


Since for any passage-time random variable not identically zero, the right-hand side of the above is strictly positive, wemay
apply Markov’s inequality to obtain:

P{σ ≤ t} ≤

∑
Hi∈H

(S(G,Hi)−
∑

(Hi,Pj)∈C
E[NHi,Pj(t)])∑

Hi∈H
S(G,Hi)− C

(3.3)

Working in the other direction, we have:

P{σ ≤ t} = 1− P

−
B∈C

NB(t) > C


= 1− P

−
B∈C

NB(t) ≥ C + 1


(3.4)

Applying Markov’s inequality directly, we obtain:

P{σ ≤ t} ≥ 1−
1

C + 1

−
(H,P)∈C

E[NH,P(t)] (3.5)

The approximation E[N(t)] ≈ v(t) can then be applied directly in either case to provide the bound estimates.

3.1.4. Higher-moment CDF approximations
In this section, we show how the techniques of the last section can be improved by exploiting the differential-equation

approximations to higher-order moments as constructed in Section 2.2.
We will begin by replacing the use of Markov’s inequality in the previous section with Chebyshev’s inequality. If X is an

arbitrary random variable, t > 0 and q ≠ 0, Chebyshev’s inequality says [e.g. 30, Theorem A.113, Page 492]:

P{|X − E[X]| ≥ b} ≤
E[|X − E[X]|q]

bq

For now, we will consider the case q = 2 which introduces variance information. This should result in bounds that are
tighter than those of the last section. In the case q = 2, it is a straightforward application of the Cauchy–Schwarz inequality
to derive a one-sided refinement of this, often known as the Chebyshev–Cantelli inequality, which says that for b > 0:

P{X − E[X] ≥ b} ≤
Var[X]

Var[X] + b2
P{E[X] − X ≥ b} ≤

Var[X]
Var[X] + b2

As before, let σ be a global passage-time random variable specified for some GPEPA model G by C ∈ B(G) and C ∈ Z+, as
in Definition 3.1. Then we have:

P{σ ≤ t} = P

−
B∈C

NB(t) ≤ C


= P

−
B∈C

(E[NB(t)] − NB(t)) ≥
−
B∈C

E[NB(t)] − C



≤
Var

∑
B∈C NB(t)


Var

∑
B∈C NB(t)


+ (E

∑
B∈C NB(t)


− C)2

(3.6)

where the inequality is valid when E
∑

B∈C NB(t)

− C > 0. Similarly, working in the other direction, we may obtain:
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(a) n = 10,m = 12. (b) n = 25,m = 30.

Fig. 4. Passage-time CDFs for half of the clients to complete a cycle computed by stochastic simulation compared with the ODE-derived upper and lower
approximations fromChebyshev’s inequality for themodelCS(2n,m). The dashed line represents the actual theoretical bound again computedby stochastic
simulation. Rates: rr = 2.0, rtmt = 0.3, rt = 0.5, rb = 0.05, rd = 2.0, rrst = 1.0.

P{σ ≤ t} = 1− P

−
B∈C

NB(t) ≥ C + 1


(3.7)

= 1− P

−
B∈C

(NB(t)− E[NB(t)]) ≥ C + 1−
−
B∈C

E[NB(t)]



≥ 1−
Var

∑
B∈C NB(t)


Var

∑
B∈C NB(t)


+ (E[

∑
B∈C NB(t)] − C − 1)2

(3.8)

where the inequality is validwhen C+1−E[
∑

B∈C NB(t)] > 0.Wemay then apply the differential-equation approximations
to first- and second-order moments defined in Section 2 to yield approximations to these bounds. Fig. 4 shows how these
bounds can substantially improve on those obtained using Markov’s inequality.3 We also observe that they appear to
increase substantially in tightness as the component populations increase.

Both of the first- and second-order CDF approximations above are obtained by addressing the general problem in
probability theory of retrieving a distribution from a selection of its moments, the so-called reduced moment problem.
Application of the Markov and Chebyshev inequalities results in the simple arithmetic expressions for the lower and upper
CDF approximations, Eqs. (3.5) and (3.8); and Eqs. (3.3) and (3.6), respectively. A more advanced technique is described
by Tari et al. [32] that can utilise moments of orders higher than 2. We apply this technique later to obtain tighter
approximations in Fig. 7(a) in Section 5 for our worked example model. There, we will show CDF approximations based
on the first 4 moments, where for the first time the input moments are those generated by fluid techniques.

Finally, we note that for global passage times timing the complete extinction of a population (such as that depicted in
Fig. 3(c)), the point-mass approximation of Section 3.1.1 cannot be applied directly since the relevant ODE quantity never
actually reaches zero. In these cases, then, we would advise the practitioner to use the upper and lower CDF approximation
techniques of this section.

3.2. Individual passage times

In this section we will consider a second kind of passage-time measurement, the individual passage time. These are
marginal passage times for individuals (fluid components) which are part of a large population of similar fluid components.
We will show how the entire cumulative distribution function of such random variables can be approximated directly. This
builds on approaches [12,13,10] which are able to obtain average individual passage-time measures by combining ODE-
based techniques and Little’s Law [11].

By means of introduction, consider again the model CS ′(n,m) and in contrast to the last section, assume now that we are
interested in how long it takes for one of the initial n clients to complete their first cycle. Since all members of the Clients
component group are identically distributed it makes sense to speak of this passage-timemeasurement independent of any
specific individual. Let Cj(t) ∈ ds(Client) for 1 ≤ j ≤ n be the stochastic process which tracks the state of the jth individual
in the Client component group. We wish to evaluate at time t ∈ R+ and for any 1 ≤ k ≤ n, the cumulative distribution
function:

P{Ck(t) ∈ {Client ′, Client_waiting ′, Client_think′}}

3 We have made the full system of 54 ODEs approximating second-order moments for the model CS ′(n,m) available online [31].
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(a) Transient. (b) Steady state.

Fig. 5. Passage-time CDFs for a single client to complete a cycle computed by stochastic simulation compared with the ODE-derived approximation for the
model CS(n,m). Rates: rr = 1.0, rtmt = 0.1, rt = 0.27, rb = 0.1, rd = 0.7, rrst = 0.5.

That is, the probability that by time t , a specific individual client has completed its first cycle. Now note that:

E[NC ′(t)+ NCw′(t)+ NCt ′(t)] =
n−

j=1

P{Cj(t) ∈ {Client ′, Client_waiting ′, Client_think′}}

So we compute the quantity of interest as:

P{Ck(t) ∈ {Client ′, Client_waiting ′, Client_think′}} =
1
n
(E[NC ′(t)] + E[NCw′(t)] + E[NCt ′(t)])

If we again make the approximation E[N(t)] ≈ v(t) this provides the route to the ODE approximation of the entire
cumulative distribution function of the individual passage time.

Fig. 5(a) shows cumulative distribution functions computed using traditional methods for the passage-time random
variable discussed above. In each case, we increase the number of clients and there are always three fifths as many servers
as there are clients. This ensures, similarly to the previous section, that the differential-equation approximation to the
distribution for each of these passage times is identical (Lemma 2.5). The cumulative distribution functions converge to
the ODE approximation as the component populations increase. This result is proven in general in Section 4.3.2.

We call this, the simplest type of individual passage time, a transient individual passage time. The general classification of
such passage times now follows.

Definition 3.2 (Transient Individual Passage Time). Let G be a GPEPA model and (H, P) ∈ B(G) be the fluid component
under observation and assume further that all fluid components in group H are initially P components. Let T ⊆ ds(P) be
the set of target states, which is absorbing in the sense that ds(T ) ⊆ T .

Let C(t) ∈ ds(P) be the stochastic process tracking the state of any one of these initial P components in component group
H . Then the random variable θ := inf{t ∈ R+ : C(t) ∈ T } is a transient individual passage time.

This definition can be used to describe the example passage time introduced earlier with G := CS ′(n,m), P := Client
and T := {Client ′, Client_waiting ′, Client_think′}.

In the case of a general transient individual passage time, we have:

P{θ ≤ t} = P{C(t) ∈ T } =
1

S(G,H)

−
Q∈T

E[NH,Q (t)]

The approximation E[N(t)] ≈ v(t) can then be applied directly to provide the approximation to the cumulative distribution
function.

3.2.1. Steady-state individual passage times
In contrast to timing a component from a fixed initial state of the model, we will often be interested in measuring the

time taken for a fluid component to move from one of a set of designated start states to a target state assuming that the
model is in steady-state when the measurement is started. In order to compute such passage times, we will consider here
two GPEPA models: one that is used to compute the model’s steady-state (or stationary) distribution; and one where the
fluid component under observation has a set of local derivative states which are absorbing (the target states) that is used to
measure the passage time.

Consider again the model CS(n,m). Consider the same passage time as in the previous section: the time taken for a
client to complete one cycle, but measured from the moment when the model is operating in the steady-state regime. As
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mentioned above, we will need to use both the unmodified client–server GPEPA model CS(n,m) and the version with the
absorbing modification CS ′(n,m). The model CS(n,m) will be used to compute the stationary distribution with which we
will initialise the model CS ′(n,m) in order to compute the actual passage-time distribution.

The first stage in the computation of passage times of this form is to approximate the stationary expectations of the fluid
component counts of CS(n,m) whose approximating system of ODEs was given in Section 2. Since we are interested in the
stationary expectations, it makes sense to take the limit of the ODE solutions as t →∞. To compute these quantities, one
can either integrate the ODEs numerically for a sufficiently large period of time or attempt to find a uniquemeaningful fixed
point of the ODEs4 by solving the system of algebraic equations obtainedwhen the right-hand sides of the ODEs are equated
with zero. We will write for example vC for the ODE approximation to the stationary expectation NC := limt→∞ E[NC (t)]
and so on for the other fluid components in CS(n,m). We will write component counts in the model CS ′(n,m) with primes,
for example, N ′C (t) and N ′C ′(t); and similarly for their first-moment ODE approximations v′C (t) and v′C ′(t), respectively.

The approximation of the passage-time CDF will then be obtained by solving the system of ODEs corresponding to
CS ′(n,m), initialised with the stationary expectations obtained above. To see how this might work, we consider the model
CS(n,m) evolving in its stationary regime and then at some fixed time its evolution is switched to that of CS ′(n,m), initialised
by the current state of CS(n,m). The idea is then similar to that of the last section: by timing how long it takes for a client
in the Client state to reach one of the target states in T := {Client ′, Client_waiting ′, Client_think′} we can measure the
duration of the passage.

To see how we proceed, define Cj(t) ∈ ds(Client) to be the stochastic process, which tracks the state of the jth fluid
component in the group Clients, as the model CS(n,m) evolves. Denote time 0 as the arbitrary fixed time at which the
evolution of the model switches to CS ′(n,m), initialised by the state of CS(n,m). Then the quantity we wish to compute is:

P{Cj(t) ∈ T | Cj(0) = Client} (3.9)

We can compute P{Cj(0) = Client} = 1
nE[NC (0)] = 1

nNC . Therefore, in order to compute the conditional expression of
Eq. (3.9), it suffices to find:

P({Cj(t) ∈ T } ∩ {Cj(0) = Client})

It turns out thatwe can gain access to this quantity also in terms of the component-count expectations ofCS ′(n,m). However,
this requires that we initialise the fluid component counts in CS ′(n,m) slightly differently at time 0 than may initially be
expected:

N ′C (0) := NC (0) N ′C ′(0) := 0 N ′S(0) := NS(0)
N ′Cw(0) := 0 N ′Cw′(0) := NCw(0) N ′Sg (0) := NSg (0)
N ′Ct(0) := 0 N ′Ct ′(0) := NCt(0) N ′Sb(0) := NSb(0)

Specifically, we do not initialise N ′Cw(0) with NCw(0), or N ′Ct(0) with NCt(0), but instead we place such client component
counts in their equivalent absorbing states in CS ′(n,m). This does not affect the value of Eq. (3.9) but does allow us to single
out the client fluid components which were at the start of a passage (in state Client) at time 0 and track their evolution
through to time t . In this way we now have that5:−

Q∈T


N ′Q (t)− N ′Q (0)


=

n−
j=1

1{Cj(t)∈T }∩{Cj(0)=Client}

Thus on taking expectations and dividing by P{Cj(0) = Client} = 1
nE[N ′C (0)], we may obtain:

P{Cj(t) ∈ T | Cj(0) = Client} =
∑

Q∈T


E[N ′Q (t)] − E[N ′Q (0)]


E[N ′C (0)]

We now aim to replace the expectation terms in the above by the appropriate ODE approximation. We need to specify the
initial conditions for the ODEs associated to the modified absorbing model CS ′(n,m) at time 0 in terms of the long-time
limits of the ODEs from the original model CS(n,m). This needs to happen according to the preceding discussion regarding
how the fluid component counts of CS ′(n,m) are initialised from those of CS(n,m) at time 0:

(v′C (0), v
′

Cw(0), v′Ct(0), v
′

C ′(0), v
′

Cw′(0), v
′

Ct ′(0), v
′

S(0), v
′

Sg (0), v
′

Sb(0)) = (vC , 0, 0, 0, vCw, vCt , vS , vSg , vSb)

Then the fluid approximation for the CDF is given by:

P{Cj(t) ∈ T | Cj(0) = Client} ≈
∑

Q∈T


v′Q (t)− v′Q (0)


vC

4 The system of ODEs usually has infinitely many fixed points, but often has only one that is meaningful in the context of the original model, that is, for
example, where the total component population at the fixed point is correct. This is discussed in more detail in Section 4 where conditions guaranteeing
convergence of the stationary distribution to the ODE’s fixed point for increasing component population size are given.
5 Where 1A is the indicator function of the event A.
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Fig. 5(b) shows cumulative distribution functions computed using traditionalmethods for the passage-time randomvariable
discussed above. The cumulative distribution functions converge to the ODE approximation as the component populations
increase. This result is proven in general in Section 4.3.2.

General steady-state individual passage times. Wewill now give a general treatment of steady-state individual passage times
by ODE techniques. Furthermore, in order to communicate the main ideas, we omitted some technical detail from the
derivation of the example steady-state individual passage-time computation just presented. In particular, the quantity of
Eq. (3.9) does not match exactly the standard passage-time random variable definition at steady state. The exact quantity
we are in fact interested in is:

P{Cj(t) ∈ T | Cj(0) = Client, Cj(0−) = Client_think} (3.10)

That is to say that time 0 should be the instant at which the fluid component under observation performs the think-action.
Eq. (3.9) does not capture this exactly — rather here we are simply guaranteed that at time 0 the observed fluid component
has made no further transitions since originally entering the state Client , however, other components in the modelmay well
have done. This means that an individual passage-time measurement, which can begin in different model configurations,
should actually be specified by target states and source transitions, immediately after which the timing starts, rather than
source states.

In fact for this example, in the limit of large component populations, approximating Eq. (3.10) by Eq. (3.9) is asymptot-
ically correct. Informally, this is because the extra condition of Eq. (3.10) will have no local effect on the fluid component’s
state, that is, this passage-time example has only one local source state Client . Therefore the only effect of the extra condi-
tioning will be on the state of the fluid component’s previous cooperation partners. Then, if the maximum number of fluid
components which synchronise together in any cooperation stays constant whilst the number of fluid components is scaled
up (as is the case for the GPEPAmodels considered in this paper) it is reasonable that this error will vanish in the fluid limit.
The convergence result of Section 4.3.2will guarantee this formally. In the general casewhere there can bemore than one lo-
cal source state for the passage time, wewill see that extra care is required to ensure an accurate ODE approximation. In par-
ticular, we will have to deviate slightly from the approach adopted for the example of the previous section. Specifically, we
will consider explicitly ODEs which capture the probability distribution of the observed fluid component directly, whereas,
before, these quantities were obtained indirectly by suitable normalisation of the total component-count expectations.

In order to give the general definition of a steady-state individual passage time succinctly, it helps to employ the idea of
memory components. These are fluid components that can be composed passively with the individual under observation to
keep track of its evolution and provide an elegantmeans of defining the start and end of the passage. They are not allowed to
modify the behaviour of the observed component, that is, theymay not block it fromperforming activities. Each steady-state
individual passage-timemeasurement is specified by two such components: one that defines source transitions and one that
defines target states. For example, in the context of the model CS(n,m), the memory fluid componentMemS :

MemS
def
= (timeout,⊤).MemS + (request,⊤).MemS 1

MemS 1
def
= (timeout,⊤).MemS + (request,⊤).MemS 1

can be composed with a Client component to give the composed fluid component Client ◃▹
LS

MemS , where LS :=
{request, timeout}. Then the 3-tuple (MemS 1,MemS , timeout) specifies that a passage-time measurement starts whenever

the memory component makes a transition MemS 1
(timeout, ·)
−−−−−→ MemS which corresponds to the Client component having

completed a request-action followed by a timeout-action. Then when a passage-time measurement begins, we consider
Client ◃▹

LS
MemS composed with a further memory component for which a designated set of target states is given. For

example, the memory component:

MemT
def
= (think,⊤).MemT 1

MemT 1
def
= (think,⊤).MemT 1

together with the designated target stateMemT 1 asserts that a passage will complete when a think-action is observed. More
specifically, assuming that the observed component was in the state:

(Client ′ ◃▹
LS

MemS
′) ∈ ds(Client ◃▹

LS
MemS)

at the beginning of a passage, then the passage completes as soon as the composed component:

(Client ′ ◃▹
LS

MemS
′) ◃▹

LT
MemT

where LT := {think} enters a derivative state in (— ◃▹
LS

—) ◃▹
LT

MemT 1, where — is shorthand for an arbitrary derivative state
of the corresponding subcomponent. We now give the general definition of a steady-state individual passage time.

Definition 3.3 (Steady-state Individual Passage Time). Let G be a GPEPA model and (H, P) ∈ B(G) be the fluid component
under observation and assume further that all fluid components in group H are initially P components.
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Let MemS be a memory fluid component composed with P as P ◃▹
LS

MemS specifying the start of the passage by the
designated set of transitions S ⊆ ds(MemS) × ds(MemS) × A. Let MemT be a memory fluid component composed as
(P ′ ◃▹

LS
MemS

′) ◃▹
LT

MemT for P ′ ◃▹
LS

MemS
′
∈ ds(P ◃▹

LS
MemS) specifying the end of the passage by a designated target state

T ∈ ds(MemT ).
Now letGS be the GPEPAmodel obtained by replacing the first component P in groupH with P ◃▹

LS
MemS . For this passage-

time measure to be meaningful, we assume further that the underlying CTMC of the model GS has a unique stationary
distribution.6

Similarly to the earlier examples, we consider the model GS evolving in its stationary regime and then at some arbitrary
time, say 0, we attach the MemT memory component. Then by timing how long it takes for the memory component MemT
to reach its target state T , we can compute the passage-time CDF:

P{C(t) ∈ (— ◃▹
LS

—) ◃▹
LT

T | transition in S occurred at time 0} (3.11)

where C(t) is defined to be the stochastic process which tracks the state of the observed fluid component in the group H as
the model evolves.

For example, in order to specify the earlier steady-state individual passage time for CS(n,m), we could use the two
straightforward memory fluid componentsMemS

def
= (think,⊤).MemS and:

MemT
def
= (think,⊤).MemT 1

MemT 1
def
= (think,⊤).MemT 1

The transition on which to start a timing a passage is specified by S := {(MemS ,MemS , think)} and the target state is
T := MemT 1.

We nowproceed to showhowa general steady-state individual passage time can be analysed using fluid techniques. As in
Section 3.2.1, the first step in the procedure is to compute the fluid approximation to the stationary expectations of the fluid
component counts of themodel GS using their associated system of ODEs constructed according to Section 2.1. As before, we
achieve this by taking the limit of the ODE solutions as t →∞, either by numerical integration or direct computation of a
fixed point. For any (Y ,Q ) ∈ B(GS), wewill write vS

Y ,Q for the approximation toNS
Y ,Q := limt→∞ E[NS

Y ,Q (t)] obtained in this
manner. Since theODE solutions approximate component-count expectations and there is a single observed fluid component
P ◃▹

LS
MemS in the model GS , we see that the quantities corresponding to derivative states of this fluid component, vS

H,Q for

Q ∈ ds(P ◃▹
LS

MemS), approximate the steady-state probability that the observed component is in the given state.7

However, in order to capture the passage-time quantity of Eq. (3.11) correctly, we need to compute the steady-
state distribution of the observed fluid component given that a transition in S has just occurred. Computing probabilities
conditioned on transition instants for a subset of selected transitions in this manner is an application of Palm calculus applied
to stationary continuous-time Markov chains (see, for example, the book by Le Boudec [33, Section 7.5] or Serfozo [34,
Section 4.16]). In particular, the probability that the observed component is in state Q ∈ ds(P ◃▹

LS
MemS) immediately after a

transition in S occurs, is the expected rate of enabled transitions in S which also result in the observed component entering
the state Q , divided by the total expected rate of all enabled transitions in S [e.g. 34, Definition 96 and Proposition 97], that
is:

P{C(0) = Q | transition in S occurred at time 0}

=

∑
α∈A

∑
C∈ds(P ◃▹

LS
MemS )


1

rα(C)
1S(C,Q ,α)

∑
C

(α, λ)
−−−→Q

λ× E

Rα(GS,NS

0 ,H, C)


∑
α∈A

∑
C,C ′∈ds(P ◃▹

LS
MemS )


1

rα(C)
1S(C,C ′,α)

∑
C

(α, λ)
−−−→C ′

λ× E

Rα(GS,NS

0 ,H, C)


where, NS
0 ∈ B(GS) → Z+ represents the state of the underlying CTMC of the model GS in the stationary regime at

time 0 and for P ′ ◃▹
LS

MemS
′
∈ ds(P ◃▹

LS
MemS) and P ′′ ◃▹

LS
MemS

′′
∈ ds(P ◃▹

LS
MemS), 1

S(P ′ ◃▹
LS

MemS
′,P ′′ ◃▹

LS
MemS

′′,α)
:= 1 if

(MemS
′,MemS

′′, α) ∈ S and is 0 otherwise. The ODE approximation to this expression is obtained by substituting the ODE
approximations to the stationary component counts obtained above in place of NS

0 . Specifically, defining V S
∈ B(GS)→ Z+

6 Note that this could be implied by irreducibility of the CTMC underlying GS or, alternatively, if it is reducible but has a single communicating class.
7 Itmay initially seem surprising that thiswill provide a good approximation since there is only one copy of the fluid component P ◃▹

LS
MemS in themodel.

However, the key point which ensures that the approximation is good is that this component exists within a large population of identically-distributed
P-components. This argument will be given formally in Section 4.3.2.
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by V S(Y ,Q ) := vS
Y ,Q , we obtain the ODE approximation:

P{C(0) = Q | transition in S occurred at time 0}

≈

∑
α∈A

∑
C∈ds(P ◃▹

LS
MemS )


1

rα(C)
1S(C,Q ,α)

∑
C

(α, λ)
−−−→Q

λ×Rα(GS, V S,H, C)


∑

α∈A

∑
C,C ′∈ds(P ◃▹

LS
MemS )


1

rα(C)
1S(C,C ′,α)

∑
C

(α, λ)
−−−→C ′

λ×Rα(GS, V S,H, C)
 (3.12)

Finally, in order to compute the passage time of interest, we must solve the ODEs associated with the GPEPA model ob-
tained by attaching the memory component MemT to the observed fluid component, resulting in fluid components of the
form Q ◃▹

LT
MemT for Q ∈ ds(P ◃▹

LS
MemS). We will write vT

Y ,R(t) for the solutions to this system of ODEs. In order to capture

correctly the passage-time quantity starting from a transition instant, the initial condition vT

H,Q ◃▹
LT

MemT
(0) for an observed

component derivative state where Q ∈ ds(P ◃▹
LS

MemS) must be the conditioned quantity computed above in Eq. (3.12). For

other observed component derivative states Q ◃▹
LT

MemT
′, whereMemT

′
∈ ds(MemT ) andMemT

′
≠ MemT , the initial condi-

tion is 0 since these states track the progress through the passage which has only just started. For all other (Y , R) ∈ B(GS),
the initial value vT

Y ,R(0) is set to vS
Y ,R. Then the passage-time CDF is approximated as:

P{C(t) ∈ (— ◃▹
LS

—) ◃▹
LT

T | transition in S occurred at time 0} ≈
−

C∈(— ◃▹
LS

—) ◃▹
LT

T

vT
H,C (t)

4. Limiting convergence of approximations

In this section, we present results which give convergence of the fluid approximations for both global and individual
passage times in sequences of GPEPAmodels for increasing total component population. Directly below, we will first define
exactly what we mean by a sequence of models with increasing total component population by defining the notion of a
structurally-equivalent sequence of models.

When two GPEPAmodels are structurally the same, differing only in that theymay have different component population
sizes, but in the same ratios, we say that they are structurally equivalent.

Definition 4.1 (Structural Equivalence). Let G1 and G2 be two GPEPA models. Then we say they are structurally equivalent
if firstly they have the same model structure, B(G1) = B(G2) =: B and W(G1,G2) = true, where W(·, ·) is defined by:

W(M1 ◃▹
L
M2,N1 ◃▹

L
N2) := W(M1,N1) ∧W(M2,N2) W(Y {D1}, Y {D2}) := true

and false in all other cases. Secondly, they must have the same initial fluid component population ratios. That is the initial
number of each fluid component derivative state in each component group divided by the model size must be the same for
both G1 and G2.

Whenwe say a set or sequence of GPEPAmodels is structurally equivalent, wemean that each pair in it is.We have already
considered a few such sequences, one example is {CS(2n, n)}∞n=1.

For a given sequence of structurally-equivalent GPEPA models {G(i)
}
∞

i=1 we will sometimes write, for example, N :=

N (G(i)), B := B(G(i)) and A := A(G(i)) for any i, since these quantities are always well defined by structural equivalence.
Write alsoN(i)(t) for the aggregated CTMC of G(i) and v(i)(t) for its differential equation approximation. For the convergence
results, we will be concerned primarily with the rescaled quantities v̄(i)(t) := v(i)(t)/S(G(i)) and N̄(i)(t) := N(i)(t)/S(G(i)).
By structural equivalence, the differential equation approximation for each i satisfies the same ODE v̇(i)(t) = f(v(i)(t)).
Furthermore, by homogeneity (Lemma 2.5), the rescaled quantities v̄(i)(t) := v(i)(t)/S(G(i)) also satisfy the same differential
equation and are thus independent of i, so we may write just v̄(t) without ambiguity.

Whenwewish to specify explicitly a deterministic initial condition forN(i)(t)wewill writeN(i)
n (t) for the process started

in state n ∈ ZN
+

corresponding to some aggregate state reachable from the initial state G(i). Similarly, we will also write
N̄n̄(t) for the rescaled process started in the (rescaled) state n̄ := n/S(G(i)). We will also use the same subscript notation on
ODE solutions to indicate their initial conditions, for example v̄n̄(t) for the solution to the initial value problem specified by
v̄n̄(0) = n̄ and ˙̄vn̄(t) = f(v̄n̄(t)).

In order to proceed with proving convergence of the passage-time approximations, we will first give two generic results
regarding the limiting convergence of the fluid approximations of component counts. The first is concerned with transient
convergence (Theorem 4.2) and the proof is a fairly straightforward application of fairly well-known results. Indeed, the
analogous result has already appeared for PEPA in a number of places [22,10,12,35]. As opposed to those references, where
the proof was based on results of Kurtz [36], we employ the more general techniques of Darling and Norris [37].

The second result (Theorem 4.3) is concernedwith convergence of the approximation in the steady-state regime. It is the
main contribution of this section. We use techniques taken from the related area of stochastic approximation algorithms,
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specifically, thework of Benaïm [38]. Such techniques have been used by Benaïm and Le Boudec [7] in the discrete-time case
to prove similar results for so-calledmean-fieldperformancemodels. Our theoremessentially extends this to the continuous-
time case. Finally, new results specific to passage times are then derived from the generic results (Theorems 4.4–4.6).

A precondition for the steady-state convergence will be that the associated system of ODEs has an asymptotically-stable
fixed point. We present amethodology for automatically verifying this for a large class of model (so-called split-freemodels)
based on a suitable reduction of the differential equation followed by the construction of an appropriate Lyapunov function.
This exact sameapproach could be applieddirectly to performancemodels specified by continuous stochastic Petri nets [6] or
certain kinds ofmulti-server queueing networks since the synchronisation dynamics are very similar, resulting in a piecewise
affine system of ODEs in all of these cases.

4.1. Transient convergence of the fluid approximation

The following theorem establishes that, in the limit of large populations, the probability that a GPEPA model’s
rescaled stochastic process will exceed a given maximum deviation from its fluid approximation tends to zero. It holds
transiently, that is, over finite time horizons [0, T ]. A similar result regarding the transient convergence of variances to their
approximating ODEs (Section 2.2) can be proven [18], but we do not give it here for the sake of brevity.

Theorem 4.2. Let {G(i)
}
∞

i=1 be a sequence of structurally-equivalent GPEPA models where S(G(i))→∞ as i→∞. Assume the
setup and notation introduced above.

Fix T ≥ 0 and ϵ > 0. Then as i→∞:

P


sup
t∈[0,T ]

‖N̄(i)
n̄ (t)− v̄n̄(t)‖ > δ


−→ 0

uniformly for all initial states n̄.
Alternatively, if for given n̄, P


‖N̄(i)(0)− n̄‖ > δ


−→ 0 as i → ∞ for all δ > 0, we have that as i → ∞,

P

supt∈[0,T ] ‖N̄(i)(t)− v̄n̄(t)‖ > ϵ


−→ 0.

Proof. This theorem can be proved using the methodology of Darling and Norris [37]. In the case of the CTMC N̄(i)(t), it is
sufficient to verify that:

• The jump rate of N̄(i)(t) is bounded above by k1S(G(i)) for some k1 ∈ R+;
• The second moment of the jump size of N̄(i)(t) is bounded above by k2S(G(i))−2 for some k2 ∈ R+;
• For all i and rescaled CTMC states of G(i), say n̄, it holds that:

f(n̄) = lim
s→0

1
s

E[N̄(i)(t + s)− N̄(i)(t)|N̄(i)(t) = n̄]

• The function f is Lipschitz continuous.

The first condition is satisfied since S(G(i))Qmax(G(i)) bounds the jump rate of G(i), where Qmax(G(i)) := max(H,P)∈B{
∑

α∈A
rα(P)} is the maximal local rate and is independent of i. The second condition is also satisfied since at most one fluid
component in each group evolves at each jump. The third condition is satisfied since this is equivalent to the definition
of f given in Section 2. Lemma B.1 verifies the final condition. �

4.2. Stationary convergence of the fluid approximation

In this section, we wish to give a version of Theorem 4.2 which is valid as t →∞, that is, in the steady-state or stationary
regime. Specifically, we will show that, under the right conditions and in the large population limit, the rescaled stationary
distributions of a structurally-equivalent sequence of GPEPA models will converge to the unique meaningful fixed point
of the approximating system of ODEs. Ding explores the same problem for PEPA models in [12]. Specifically, Ding gives
a condition on the underlying CTMCs of a sequence of PEPA models with increasing total component population. If it
can be verified, this condition is shown to guarantee simultaneously both asymptotic stability of the ODE fixed point and
convergence of the rescaled component-count expectations to the ODE solution. Unfortunately this condition is specified
directly in terms of the steady-state probabilities of the underlying CTMCs so, as recognised by the author, its verification is
not scalable due to the state-space explosion problem. Therefore it appears just as computationally (in)feasible to compute
exactly the steady-state probability vector for the specific model of interest. As it stands then, Ding’s result does not offer a
useful guarantee of the validity of the ODE approximation in the steady-state limit.

In order to proceed, theworst case device, Grönwall’s lemma [e.g. 39, Page 498], which is usually used to prove transient
results such as Theorem 4.2 will need to be replaced with something stronger. Specifically, it is necessary to consider
asymptotic stability properties of the approximating system of ODEs. In particular, we will require that the system of ODEs
has an asymptotically-stable fixed point, that is,wewill need to guarantee that a trajectory starting fromany initial condition
converges to the fixed point in the limit as t → ∞. Empirically, this appears to be the case more often than not but can
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be difficult to guarantee formally.8 For this reason, before we give the actual convergence theorem in Section 4.2.3, the
following two sections are devoted to developing an inexpensivemethodwhich will allow formal verification of asymptotic
stability of the approximating ODEs for a large class of GPEPA model.

4.2.1. Asymptotic stability on the reachable subset and the reduced ODE
In order for a systemof ODEs to have a globally asymptotically-stable fixed point, itmust at least have a unique fixed point.

For the system v̇(t) = f(v(t)), we should never expect this to be the casewhen considered over all ofRN . To seewhy, we can
consider again the client–server model CS(n,m) and recall that the system of ODEs approximating the component counts is
the same for any value of n andm. However, wewould not expect the long-termbehaviour of the ODE also to be independent
of n and m. For example, consider a system with n = 100 clients and the difference between the long-term evolution with
m = 50 servers andm = 20 servers. Indeed, a fixed point of the approximating ODEs (Eq. (A.1)) corresponding to the former
case is9 (25.28, 12.45, 62.27, 8.09, 37.36, 4.55)T and to the latter case is (70.11, 4.98, 24.91, 3.24, 14.94, 1.82)T . In order
to handle this, associated to a GPEPA model G, we will define a subset of RN (G) which contains the reachable aggregated
state space of G and talk instead of asymptotic stability of an ODE fixed point restricted to that subset. That is, we will be
interested in verifying only that all trajectories starting in said subset converge to the fixed point. No such condition will be
placed on trajectories starting outside of the subset.

To proceed, we decompose the function f(x) = Sr(x) into the product of a matrix S ∈ R|N (G)|×|J(G)| and a vector-valued
function r : R|N (G)|

+ → R|J(G)|
+ . Each column of S corresponds to an entry of J(G) (Definition 2.7) and thus a possible way in

which fluid components may evolve in synchronisation as part of one transition. In order to define S formally wemust fix an
ordering on the elements of J(G), so write its jth element as (J

j
−, J

j
+, αj). Then the ij-entry of S is defined as 1 if the ith fluid

component inB(G) (under the same ordering as in Section 2.1) is inJ
j
+\J

j
−,−1 if it is inJ

j
−\J

j
+ and 0 otherwise. Therefore

each column specifies the change in each fluid component countwhen the corresponding synchronisation occurs.10 We refer
to the function r(x) as the rate vector and the jth element of this vector is the quantity ρα(J

j
−, J

j
+)Rα(G, x, J

j
−), which is

the rate at which such a transition occurs.
Now for some GPEPA model G, write n̄0 ∈ R|N (G)| for the rescaled vector of component counts corresponding to the

model’s initial state. Then by the definition of S, we see that any reachable state in the rescaled aggregated CTMC of G is
contained in the set R(G) :=


n̄0 + Sx : x ∈ R|J(G)|


.11 In the case of a structurally-equivalent sequence of GPEPA models

{G(i)
}
∞

i=1, R := R(G(i)) is independent of i and contains the rescaled aggregated state space of all of the models in the
sequence. Furthermore for r̄ = n̄0 + Sx ∈ R, we have:

v̄r̄(t) = n̄0 + Sx+
∫ t

0
Sr(v̄r̄(s)) ds = n̄0 + S


x+

∫ t

0
r(v̄r̄(s)) ds


so that v̄r̄(t) ∈ R for all t ∈ R+. In many cases, the ODEs associated to a structurally-equivalent sequence will have a
unique fixed point within R. In the case of the client–server model with ODEs given by Eq. (A.1) and assuming we are
interested in the structurally-equivalent sequence {CS(2n, n)}∞n=1 (so n̄0 = (2/3, 0, 0, 1/3, 0, 0)T ), this single fixed point is
r̄∗ = (0.1685, 0.0830, 0.4151, 0.0539, 0.2491, 0.0303)T .

In order to apply the convergence theorem of Section 4.2.3, wewill need to show that such a fixed point is asymptotically
stable withinR. That is, that any ODE trajectory startingwithinR converges towards the fixed point as t →∞, or formally,
if r̄ ∈ R, limt→∞ v̄r̄(t) = r̄∗. Such a question of asymptotic stability on a subset can be recast as a question of global
asymptotic stability on all of Rm for some m by a suitable reduction of the system of ODEs. Specifically, construct a matrix
R ∈ RN×m where m is the rank of S by choosing a maximal set of linearly-independent columns of S. Then let B ∈ Rm×N

be its Moore–Penrose pseudoinverse which is defined and unique for all real matrices [43].12 Since R has full column rank it
then holds that BR = Im where Im is the m × m identity matrix and, furthermore, the matrix RB is an orthogonal projector
onto the range of R [43]. In particular it therefore holds that RBS = S.

The system of rescaled reduced component-counting ODEs corresponding to a GPEPA model (or structurally-equivalent
sequence) is then defined as ˙̂v(t) = BSr(Rv̂(t) + n̄0). Now note that R =


n̄0 + Sx : x ∈ R|J(G)|


= {n̄0 + Rx : x ∈ Rm}

and let r̄ = n̄0 + Rx ∈ R.13 Then write z̄(t) := Rv̂x(t) + n̄0. Then it follows that: ˙̄z(t) = R ˙̂vx(t) = RBSr(z̄(t)) = Sr(z̄(t)
and furthermore we have that z̄(0) = n̄0 + Rx, so then z̄(t) = v̄r̄(t) = Rv̂x(t) + n̄0 for all t ∈ R+. Finally, we have that

8 It is certainly not always the case for GPEPA models; see the counter example in [40].
9 With rate parameter values: rr = 2.0, rtmt = 0.3, rt = 0.2, rb = 0.1, rd = 1.0, rrst = 1.0.

10 In models of chemical reactions, the analogous matrix is often called the stoichiometric matrix [41] and has previously been referred to as the activity
matrix by [3,12] in the context of PEPA.
11 We note that this definition is similar to that of the linearised reachability set often used in the context of stochastic Petri nets [42] to encode the
reachable discrete state space efficiently for use in various structural verification tasks.
12 Since R has full rank by construction, its Moore–Penrose pseudoinverse can be computed directly as (RTR)−1RT if m < N and is simply R−1 if
m = N [43].
13 Also note that every element of R has a unique decomposition of the form n̄0 + Rx because R has full column rank.
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v̂x(t) = B(v̄r̄(t)− n̄0). Then x∗ ∈ Rm is the unique fixed point of the reduced ODE if and only if r̄∗ := n̄0+Rx∗ is the unique
fixed point in R of the original ODE. Furthermore, x∗ is globally asymptotically stable (over all of Rm) for the reduced ODE
if and only if r̄∗ is asymptotically stable restricted to R for the original ODE.

In the case of the structurally-equivalent sequence CS(2n, n), S is 6 × 7 and has rank 4 (the dimension of the reduced
system) and the reduced ODE has a unique fixed point14 (0.169, 0.083, 0.054, 0.249)T .

In the next section we present a technique for verifying global asymptotic stability of the reduced ODE in an inexpensive
fashion for a large class of GPEPA models. By the above discussion, this will in turn prove the required asymptotic stability
of the original ODE when restricted to the set R.

4.2.2. Verification of global asymptotic stability of the reduced ODE
As discussed, we seek in this section to present an inexpensive technique for verifying global asymptotic stability of the

reduced ODE for some GPEPAmodel G (or structurally-equivalent sequence). By the results of the previous section, this will
in turn imply asymptotic stability for the original system of component-counting ODEs restricted to the set R(G).

A common approach is to construct an appropriate Lyapunov functionwitnessing the global asymptotic stability [e.g. 44].
For general non-linear systems, this is a very difficult problem, however for the large class of split-free GPEPA models,15 the
function f can be shown to be piecewise linear [2] where the different domains of linearity are separated by hyperplanes.
This means that the right-hand side of the reduced system of ODEs ˙̂v(t) = Af(Dv̂(t) + b) is piecewise affine where the
regions of different dynamics are also separated by hyperplanes. Fortunately, for piecewise affine systems, there are some
inexpensive methods which allow the automatic computation of a Lyapunov function.

One approach is to construct a common quadratic Lyapunov function [45] by finding a solution to a set of linear matrix
inequalities (LMIs). Determining feasible solutions to a system of LMIs is a convex optimisation problem [46], and thus, can
be done very efficiently. Specifically, since it has a piecewise-affine right-hand side, the reduced ODE can be written as:

˙̂v(t) = Fiv̂(t)+ fi when v̂(t) ∈ Γi for i = 1, . . . , f

where Fi ∈ Rm×m and fi ∈ Rm and there are f regions Γi separated by hyperplanes. Since the right-hand side is continuous,
each such region Γi can be chosen to also include the segments of the affine hyperplanes which define its boundaries — we
assume here that this is the case.

Assuming the single fixed point of this ODE is v̂∗ ∈ Rm, we construct the quadratic form V (y) := (y − v̂∗)TP(y − v̂∗),
where P ∈ Rm×m is a symmetric, positive definite matrix solving16 simultaneously the system of LMIs PFi+ FTi P+ 2αP < 0
for i = 1, . . . , f and some α > 0. Where they exist, feasible solutions can be found very quickly using, for example, the
MATLAB r⃝ LMI toolbox [47]. It can then be shown using the techniques of [45] (see [40] for the full proof details) that the
function V is a Lyapunov function which verifies the global asymptotic stability of v̂∗.

It should be noted that the existence of such a common quadratic Lyapunov function is only a sufficient condition for
global asymptotic stability. In practice, we have found it to be a very powerful technique which we have not observed to
fail. However, there are possible extensions such as piecewise quadratic Lyapunov functions [48] which we do not consider
in this paper.

Considering again the structurally-equivalent sequence CS(2n, n), the ODE (reduced as in the previous section) gives
rise to a system of 4 LMIs. These can be shown feasible in under a second using the MATLAB r⃝ toolkit described above on
a standard Intel Core 2 Duo Linux machine, thus verifying that their unique fixed point is indeed globally asymptotically
stable. As discussed in Section 4.2.1, this in turn verifies that the unique fixed point of the original system of ODEs is also
asymptotically stable when restricted to R(CS(2n, n)).

4.2.3. Stationary convergence theorem
Before presenting the convergence theorem we require a few dynamical systems definitions which we give here for the

general differential equation ẏ(t) = k(y(t))where y(t) ∈ Rn for t ∈ R+ and k : Rn
→ Rn. Formore details see any standard

text on dynamical systems [e.g. 49].
Let K ⊆ Rn be compact, then the omega limit set of w ∈ K with respect to y(t), denoted ω(w, y(t)), is the set of z ∈ Rn,

such that limk→∞ yw(tk) = z for some sequence {tk}∞k=1 with limk→∞ tk = ∞. The Birkhoff centre of y(t) in K , denoted
B(y(t), K), is the closure of the set of recurrent points in K , that is, the closure of the set ofw ∈ K withw ∈ ω(w, y(t)). It is
clear that this set contains any equilibrium points and periodic orbits reachable from K and in the case of an asymptotically
stable (within K ) fixed point y∗ ∈ K , B(y(t), K) = {y∗}.

Now sinceK is compact it is a separablemetric space under the restriction of the usual topology onRn. Assume thatw ∈ K
implies that yw(t) ∈ K holds for all t ∈ R+. An invariant measure for y(t) is a probabilitymeasureµ on themeasurable space

14 Using the same rates as before and assuming that we have chosen linearly independent columns so as to eliminate the Client_think and Server_broken
components and that the others are given in the order of their definition as fluid components.
15 A split-free GPEPAmodel is one where no synchronised action is enabled bymore than one fluid component type on one side of a cooperation between
component groups.
16 Inequalities for matrices, e.g. Q < 0 or Q > 0 are interpreted as statements of negative or positive definiteness, respectively.
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(K , B(K))17 such that µ(y−1A (t)) = µ(A) for every t ∈ R+ and A ∈ B(K), where y−1A (t) := {w ∈ K : yw(t) ∈ A}. Fix t > 0.
The Poincaré recurrence theorem then says that for any A ∈ B(K):

µ({w ∈ A : ∃N ≥ 1 such that yw(nt) /∈ A for all n ≥ N}) = 0

Now since K is separable, there exists a countable basis {Ui}
∞

i=1 for its topology. If for each i with w ∈ Ui and for any N ≥ 1,
there exists n ≥ N such that yw(nt) ∈ Ui thenw ∈ ω(w, y(t)). Define then:

Vi := {w ∈ Ui : ∀N ≥ 1, ∃n ≥ N such that yw(nt) ∈ Ui}

and then we have µ(Vi) = µ(Ui). Let also Ki := Vi ∪ (K \ Ui) and then µ(Ki) = µ(K) = 1. Finally ∩∞i=1Ki ⊆ B(y(t), K) so
µ(B(y(t), K)) = 1.

The steady-state analogue of Theorem4.2now follows. The idea of the proof is to show that any limit point of the sequence
of stationary measures of the GPEPA models is invariant with respect to the approximating ODE on a suitable compact set
containing the ODE solutions and CTMC state spaces. We will then apply Poincaré’s recurrence theorem as above.

Theorem 4.3. Let {G(i)
}
∞

i=1 be a sequence of structurally-equivalent GPEPAmodels whereS(G(i))→∞ as i→∞. Again, assume
the notation introduced above.

Define the compact set K := R ∩

x : x ∈ RN , xi ≥ 0,

∑
i xi ≤ 1


, where R is as defined in Section 4.2.1. Further assume

µi is the unique stationary measure of the rescaled CTMC of G(i) which we consider as a probability measure on (K , B(K)).18
Then if B(v̄(t), K) = {v̄∗}, the sequence of measures µn converges in probability and thus also weakly in distribution to the

point mass at v̄∗.

We note that the condition B(v̄(t), K) = {v̄∗} is implied by global asymptotic stability of the reduced ODE and can thus
be verified for a given split-free model using the techniques of the previous two sections. For example, we have already
verified this condition for the sequence {CS(2n, n)}∞n=1 at the end of Section 4.2.2. Theorem 4.3 thus holds for this sequence
of models.

Proof of Theorem 4.3. In this proof, we employ techniques taken from the related area of stochastic approximation
algorithms [38].

First we note that the sequence of measures µi is tight19 since the space K is compact. Therefore the sequence µi is also
relatively compact [50, Theorem 6.1], meaning that every subsequence ofµi, sayµij contains a further subsequence, sayµijk
which converges weakly. These limit points are not necessarily equal, that is, the sequenceµi does not necessarily converge
weakly itself. However, we will show that any limit of a subsequence of µi is at least an invariant measure for v̄(t).

Let µ be some weak limit point, say µij
w
−→ µ. So we wish to show that if A ∈ B(K) and t ∈ R+, we have

µ(v̄−1A (t)) = µ(A). To see this, it is sufficient [50, Theorem 1.3], [51, Lemma 1.22] to verify that for any bounded and
continuous g : K → R:∫

K
g(v̄x(t)) µ(dx) =

∫
K
g(x) µ(dx) (4.1)

Before we proceed, we observe that for any i:∫
K
g(x) µi(dx) =

∫
K

E[g(N̄(i)
x (t))]µi(dx) (4.2)

This is true since the µi are stationary measures of the N̄(i)(t). To show Eq. (4.1), fix δ > 0, then combining Eq. (4.2) with
the fact that µij

w
−→ µ, we may choose J sufficiently large such that for all j ≥ J:∫

K
g(x) µ(dx)−

∫
K

E[g(N̄(ij)
x (t))]µij(dx)

 < δ/4 (4.3)

We now proceed to bound the term |E[g(N̄(i)
x (t))] − g(v̄x(t))| for large enough i, uniformly for any rescaled state x of

G(i). We note that g is uniformly continuous since K is compact. Therefore we can find α > 0 independent of x such that
‖y− v̄x(t)‖ < α ⇒ |g(y)− g(v̄x(t))| < δ/4. This allows us to employ the following straightforward upper bound, where
‖g‖ is an upper bound on the magnitude of g:E[g(N̄(i)

x (t))] − g(v̄x(t))
 ≤ δ/4+ 2‖g‖P


sup
0≤s≤t
‖N̄(i)

x (s)− v̄x(s)‖ ≥ α



17 Where B(K) is the Borel σ -algebra of K .
18 This is possible because R contains the rescaled state space of all of the G(i) and the sum of their rescaled component counts are always bounded by 0
and 1.
19 See for example the book by Billingsley [50, Page 37] for a definition of tightness of measures and also for the general theory of weak convergence of
measures.
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Then applying Theorem 4.2 , we may chooseM sufficiently large such that for allm ≥ M , |E[g(N̄(m)
x (t))] − g(v̄x(t))| ≤ δ/2

uniformly for any x in the rescaled state space of G(m). Choose N sufficiently large such that N ≥ J and iN ≥ M , then, using
this bound and that of Eq. (4.3), we obtain for all n ≥ N:∫

K
g(x) µ(dx)−

∫
K
g(v̄x(t)) µin(dx)

 ≤ ∫
K
g(x) µ(dx)−

∫
K

E[g(N̄(in)
x (t))]µin(dx)


+

∫
K
|E[g(N̄(in)

x (t))] − g(v̄x(t))|µin(dx)

≤ 3δ/4 (4.4)

Also since g(v̄x(t)) is bounded and continuous as a function of x,20 we can use the fact that µij
w
−→ µ to find R sufficiently

large such that for all r ≥ R:∫
K
g(v̄x(t)) µ(dx)−

∫
K
g(v̄x(t)) µir(dx)

 < δ/4

Then combining this with Eq. (4.4), we can obtain:∫
K
g(x) µ(dx)−

∫
K
g(v̄x(t)) µ(dx)

 < δ

Since δ was arbitrary, this verifies Eq. (4.1) and thus shows that µ is an invariant measure for v̄(t).
Now let C ⊂ K be closed and disjoint from B(v̄(t), K) = {v̄∗}. Then by the Poincaré recurrence theorem, µ(C) = 0. This

holds for all limit points, µ, of µi.
Finally, we assume for a contradiction that limi→∞ µi(C) ≠ 0. Then there is some ϵ > 0 such that µi l(C) > ϵ for all

elements of some subsequenceµi l. By relative compactness, we can find a further subsequence, sayµi lq, such thatµi lq
w
−→ µ

for some weak limit point µ. But since C is closed, we have lim supq→∞ µi lq(C) ≤ µ(C) = 0, a contradiction, which gives
the required result. �

4.3. Convergence of passage-time approximations

In this section, we present the convergence results for global and individual passage times to their differential-equation
approximations.

4.3.1. Global passage times
Let {G(i)

}
∞

i=1 be a sequence of structurally-equivalent GPEPA models with associated aggregated stochastic processes
N(i)(t) and associated ODE v̇(t) = f(v(t)). Fix some c ∈ {0, 1}N and C ∈ Q+ ∩ [0, 1], such that C × S(G(i)) ∈ Z+ for all i.
Then consider the sequence of global passage times {σi}

∞

i=1 (Definition 3.1) defined in terms of the rescaled processes by:

σi := inf{t ∈ R+ : c · N̄(i)(t) ≤ C}

with differential-equation approximation γ := inf{t ∈ R+ : c · v̄(t) ≤ C}. The following theorem then gives the desired
convergence in probability result. See Fig. 2 for an example of this convergence.

Theorem 4.4. Let {G(i)
}
∞

i=1 be a sequence of structurally-equivalent GPEPA models where S(G(i))→∞ as i→∞. Assume the
setup and notation introduced above.

Assume that γ < ∞ and further that for all t > γ , c · v̄(t) < C. Then, if S(G(i))→ ∞ as i→ ∞, we have for any ϵ > 0,
P{|σi − γ | > ϵ} → 0 as i→∞.

Proof. Fix T > γ and ϵ < min(γ , T − γ ). Choose δ− := c.v̄(γ − ϵ)− C > 0 and δ+ := C − c.v̄(γ + ϵ) > 0. Then:

P{|σi − γ | > ϵ} = P({σi − γ > ϵ} ∪ {γ − σi > ϵ})

≤ P({‖N̄(i)(γ − ϵ)− v̄(γ − ϵ)‖ ≥ δ−} ∪ {‖N̄(i)(γ + ϵ)− v̄(γ + ϵ)‖ ≥ δ+})

≤ P


sup
t∈[0,T ]

‖N̄(i)(t)− v̄(t)‖ ≥ min(δ−, δ+)


The result then follows by Theorem 4.2. �

4.3.2. Individual passage times
We now turn to proving convergence results for individual passage-times.

20 See, for example, [24] for the relevant arguments regarding continuous dependence on initial conditions.
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Individual passage times starting immediately. Let {G(i)
}
∞

i=1 be a sequence of structurally-equivalent GPEPA models with
associated aggregated stochastic processesN(i)(t) and associated ODE v̇(t) = f(v(t)). Let (H, P) ∈ B be the fluid component
under observation and let T ⊆ ds(P) be the absorbing set of target states specifying the passage-time measurement. Then
consider the sequence of transient individual passage times {θi}∞i=1 (Definition 3.2) defined by:

θi := inf{t ∈ R+ : C (i)(t) ∈ T }

where C (i)(t) ∈ ds(P) tracks the state of one of the initial P components in group H of G(i). Recall that:

P{θi ≤ t} = P{C (i)(t) ∈ T } =
1

S(G(i),H)

−
Q∈T

E[N (i)
H,Q (t)] = k

−
Q∈T

E[N̄ (i)
H,Q (t)] (4.5)

for k := S(G(i))
S(G(i),H)

independent of i by structural equivalence. The differential-equation approximation to the CDF can then
be expressed independently of i in terms of the rescaled ODE solution:

P{θi ≤ t} ≈ k
−
Q∈T

v̄H,Q (t) (4.6)

Theorem 4.5. Let {G(i)
}
∞

i=1 be a sequence of structurally-equivalent GPEPA models where S(G(i))→∞ as i→∞. Assume the
setup and notation introduced above.

Fix T > 0. Then, uniformly for any t ∈ [0, T ], as i→∞:

P{θi ≤ t} = k
−
Q∈T

E[N̄ (i)
H,Q (t)] −→ k

−
Q∈T

v̄H,Q (t)

Proof. Now, for any δ > 0 and t ∈ [0, T ]:

‖E[N̄(i)(t)] − v̄(t)‖2 ≤ E[‖N̄(i)(t)− v̄(t)‖2] ≤
[

P


sup
t∈[0,T ]

‖N̄(i)(t)− v̄(t)‖2 ≥ δ


N + δ

]
By Theorem 4.2, the limit of this quantity as i→∞ is δ. The required result follows since this holds for any δ > 0. �

This theorem is illustrated by Fig. 5(a).

Steady-state individual passage times. Let {G(i)
}
∞

i=1 be a sequence of structurally-equivalent GPEPA models with associated
aggregated stochastic processes N(i)(t) and associated ODE v̇(t) = f(v(t)). Let (H, P) ∈ B be the fluid component under
observation and assume that all components in group H are initially P components. Further, let MemS be the memory fluid
component specifying the start of the passage by the designated set of transitions S ⊆ ds(MemS)×ds(MemS)×A. LetMemT
be the memory fluid component specifying the end of the passage by the designated target state T ∈ ds(MemT ).

Let {GS,(i)
}
∞

i=1 be the sequence of GPEPA models obtained by replacing the first P component in group H of G(i) by
P ◃▹

LS
MemS . In line with Definition 3.3, we assume that the underlying CTMC of each model GS,(i) has a unique stationary

distribution and then consider the model GS,(i) evolving in its stationary regime. At some arbitrary time, say 0, we attach the
MemT memory component. By timing how long it takes for the memory component MemT to reach its target state T , we
obtain a sequence of passage-time CDFs:

P{C (i)(t) ∈ (— ◃▹
LS

—) ◃▹
LT

T | transition in S occurred at time 0}

where C (i)(t) is defined to be the stochastic process which tracks the state of the observed fluid component in the group H
as the model GS,(i) evolves.

Write BS := B(GS,(i)) which is independent of i. Before proving the convergence theorem, we first develop the fluid
approximation in the context of the sequences ofmodels and show that, similarly to the previous results, the approximation
is the same for all models in the sequence. We will find the following observation useful. For V S,(i)

∈ BS
→ R+, the

component rate function (Definition 2.1) has the following form for fluid components R ∈ ds(P ◃▹
LS

MemS):

Rα(GS,(i), V S,(i),H, R) = RH,R × V S,(i)(H, R) (4.7)

where RH,R depends on V S,(i) only through the rescaled component counts:

1
S(G(i))

V S,(i)(H,U)+
−

O∈U ◃▹
LS

—

V S,(i)(H,O)

 for (H,U) ∈ B

1
S(G(i))

V S,(i)(Y ,U) for (Y ,U) ∈ B, Y ≠ H (4.8)
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In order for the fluid approximation to these passage times to be well defined, we assume that the system of ODEs
v̇(t) = f(v(t)) has a unique rescaled fixed point that is meaningful in the sense that it lies in K (as defined in Theorem 4.3).
We represent this rescaled fixed point by V̄ ∈ B → R+.

We will write v̇S(t) = fS(vS(t)) for the ODEs associated to any GS,(i) (it is straightforward to see that the function fS is
the same for all i). A fixed point, say V S,(i)

∈ BS
→ R+, for this system is meaningful in the context of the model GS,(i) if

V (i)
∈ B → R+ defined for (Y ,Q ) ∈ B by:

V (i)(Y ,Q ) :=
1

S(G(i))


V S,(i)(H,Q )+

−
R∈Q ◃▹

LS
—

V S,(i)(H, R) : Y = H

V S,(i)(Y ,Q ) : otherwise

lies in K ; and for each R ∈ ds(P ◃▹
LS

MemS), V S,(i)(H, R) ≥ 0 and
∑

R∈ds(P ◃▹
LS

MemS )
V S,(i)(H, R) = 1. We show now how such

a fixed point V S,(i) can be constructed from V̄ . Let Q ∈ ds(P ◃▹
LS

MemS) and note that, in this case, by the above observation
regarding the component rate function:

f SH,Q (V S,(i)) =
−

R∈ds(P ◃▹
LS

MemS )

AR,Q × V S,(i)(H, R) (4.9)

where the AR,Q depend on V S,(i) only through the rescaled component counts given in Eq. (4.8). It thus makes sense to
equate the two quantities of Eq. (4.8) with V̄ (H,U) and V̄ (Y ,U), respectively. Then setting Eq. (4.9) to zero for each Q ∈
ds(P ◃▹

LS
MemS) forms a linear systemof equations, say xTA = 0, whereA := (AR,Q ) is the |ds(P ◃▹

LS
MemS)|×|ds(P ◃▹

LS
MemS)|

real matrix of this linear system which is easily seen to have the form of a generator matrix of a CTMC. Indeed, it is the
matrix of the ‘marginal CTMC’ underlying P ◃▹

LS
MemS in the context of the model GS,(i) where the rates of actions on which

the component cooperates with the rest of the model are given by the values of the relevant components of the fixed point
V̄ . For this reason, this linear system must have a unique solution that is a probability vector or, otherwise, the assumption
that the CTMC underlying GS,(i) has a unique stationary distributionwould be contradicted. ForQ ∈ ds(P ◃▹

LS
MemS), we thus

define V S,(i)(H,Q ) to be this unique probability vector solution. Together with the above, this fully determines the quantity
V S,(i). It is straightforward to verify that this is indeed a meaningful fixed point of the system v̇S(t) = fS(vS(t)).

For a given GS,(i), it is also clear that each distinct meaningful fixed point of v̇S(t) = fS(vS(t)) yields a distinct meaningful
fixed point of v̇(t) = f(v(t)) so, for each GS,(i), v̇S(t) = fS(vS(t)) must have a unique meaningful fixed point. Furthermore,
for Q ∈ ds(P ◃▹

LS
MemS), we observe that the quantities V S,(i)(H,Q ) were in fact constructed independently of i and thus

may be written as V S(H,Q ).
In order to proceed with the fluid approximation, we need to compute the approximation to the transition instant

distributions as given in Eq. (3.12) of Section 3.2.1. Specifically, we see that for Q ∈ ds(P ◃▹
LS

MemS), the approximation
is given by:

P{C (i)(0) = Q | transition in S occurred at time 0} ≈∑
α∈A

∑
C∈ds(P ◃▹

LS
MemS )


1

rα(C)
1S(C,Q ,α)

∑
C

(α, λ)
−−−→Q

λ×Rα(GS,(i), V S,(i),H, C)


∑

α∈A

∑
C,C ′∈ds(P ◃▹

LS
MemS )


1

rα(C)
1S(C,C ′,α)

∑
C

(α, λ)
−−−→C ′

λ×Rα(GS,(i), V S,(i),H, C)
 (4.10)

Now by the earlier observation, this expression also depends on V S,(i) only through the rescaled component counts of
Eq. (4.8) and the quantities V S(H, R) for R ∈ ds(P ◃▹

LS
MemS). It is thus independent of i.

Finally, in order to compute the approximate CDF, we recall from Section 3.2.1, that we must solve the ODEs corre-
sponding to the model GS,(i) after the MemT memory component has been attached, with initial conditions derived appro-
priately from V S,(i). Let V T ,(i)

t represent the unique solution to these ODEs with the initial condition V T ,(i)
0 (H,Q ◃▹

LT
MemT )

for Q ∈ ds(P ◃▹
LS

MemS) given by the quantity of Eq. (4.10), V T ,(i)
0 (H,Q ◃▹

LT
MemT

′) := 0 for Q ∈ ds(P ◃▹
LS

MemS) where

MemT
′
∈ ds(MemT ) and MemT

′
≠ MemT , and for all other (Y , R) ∈ BS , the initial value V T ,(i)

0 (Y , R) := V S,(i)(Y , R). Then
we note the solution V̄t ∈ B → R+ to the ODEs v̇(t) = f(v(t)) given by the initial condition V̄0 := V̄ is such that for all
t ∈ [0, T ] and (Y ,Q ) ∈ B → R+, in the limit as i→∞:

V̄t(Y ,Q )←−
1

S(G(i))


V T ,(i)
t (H,Q )+

−
R∈(Q ◃▹

LS
—)—

V T ,(i)
t (H, R) : Y = H

V T ,(i)
t (Y ,Q ) : otherwise
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and thus since V̄ is a fixed point of v̇(t) = f(v(t)), we have, for all t ∈ R+ and (Y ,Q ) ∈ B, as i→∞:

1
S(G(i))

V T ,(i)
t (H,Q )+

−
R∈(Q ◃▹

LS
—)—

V T ,(i)
t (H, R)

 −→ V̄ (Y ,Q ) for Y = H

1
S(G(i))

V T ,(i)
t (Y ,Q ) −→ V̄ (Y ,Q ) otherwise (4.11)

Finally, we observe that for R ∈ ds(Q ◃▹
LT

MemT ) where Q ∈ ds(P ◃▹
LS

MemS), the corresponding ODE has the form:

V̇ T ,(i)
t (H, R) =

−
U∈(— ◃▹

LS
—) ◃▹

LT
—

B(i)
U,R × V T ,(i)

t (H,U)

where, in the limit i → ∞, the B(i)
U,R depends on V T ,(i)

t only through the constant rescaled quantities of Eq. (4.11). It thus
follows that the quantities V T ,(i)

t (H, R) have a limit as i→∞ for all t ∈ [0, T ], which we write as V T
t (H, R). It then follows

immediately that the CDF approximation
∑

C∈(— ◃▹
LS

—) ◃▹
LT

T
V T
t (H, C) is thus independent of i for all t ∈ R+.

Theorem 4.6. Let {G(i)
}
∞

i=1 be a sequence of structurally-equivalent GPEPA models where S(G(i))→∞ as i→∞. Assume the
setup and notation introduced above.

Fix T > 0. Further assume that the system of ODEs v̇(t) = f(v(t)) has an asymptotically stable fixed point within K (as defined
in Theorem 4.3), that is, |B(v(t), K)| = 1.

Then we have uniformly for any t ∈ [0, T ], as i→∞:

P{C (i)(t) ∈ (— ◃▹
LS

—) ◃▹
LT

T | transition in S occurred at time 0} −→
−

C∈(— ◃▹
LS

—) ◃▹
LT

T

V T
t (H, C)

The theorem is illustrated by Figs. 5(b), 7(b), 8 and 9.
Recall that for a split-free model, the techniques of Sections 4.2.1 and 4.2.2 can be used to verify the condition of

asymptotic stability required by this theorem.We remind the reader that although these techniques deliver only a sufficient
condition for asymptotic stability, in practice we have found it to be a very powerful technique. We have not yet found any
cases wherewe suspect asymptotic stability but this approach is not able to verify it. In the next section, we consider amuch
more detailed case study and use these techniques to verify asymptotic stability in this muchmore realistic case. Should we
require a stronger test in the future, however, possible directions include the construction of piecewise quadratic Lyapunov
functions [48].

In the case of splitting models, these approaches do not work. It may, in some cases, however, be possible to construct
an ad-hoc Lyapunov function to verify asymptotic stability. Otherwise, numerical experiments can be performed to build
confidence empirically that a unique meaningful fixed point is asymptotically stable by testing a number of trajectories
numerically for convergence to the fixed point.

Proof of Theorem 4.6. First we note that the CTMC underlying each G(i) has a unique stationary distribution since this is
true of each GS,(i). Let N̄ (i)

∈ B → R+ be the random variable given by the rescaled component counts of G(i) at time 0. Then
by Theorem 4.3, as i→∞, we have that N̄ (i) converges in probability to the ODE fixed point V̄ . Let NS,(i)

∈ BS
→ R+ be the

random variable given by the component counts of GS,(i) at time 0. Also define N̄S,(i)
∈ B → R+ as follows, for (Y ,Q ) ∈ B:

N̄S,(i)(Y ,Q ) :=


1

S(G(i))

NS,(i)(H,Q )+
−

R∈Q ◃▹
LS

—

NS,(i)(H, R)

 : Y = H

1
S(G(i))

NS,(i)(Y ,Q ) : otherwise

Then since N̄S,(i)(Y ,Q ) is equal in distribution to N̄ (i)(Y ,Q ), it is immediate that N̄S,(i)(Y ,Q ) converges in probability to
V̄ (Y ,Q ). We wish now to show that this convergence in probability still holds when conditioned on a transition in S having
just occurred at time 0. For (Y , R) ∈ B, the mean of N̄S,(i)(Y , R) conditioned on such a transition can be computed as [e.g.
34, Definition 96 and Proposition 97]:∑

α∈A

∑
C∈ds(P ◃▹

LS
MemS )


1

rα(C)
1S(C,Q ,α)

∑
C

(α, λ)
−−−→Q

λ× E[(N̄S,(i)(Y , R)+ SRC,Q )Rα(GS,(i),NS,(i),H, C)]


∑

α∈A

∑
C,C ′∈ds(P ◃▹

LS
MemS )


1

rα(C)
1S(C,C ′,α)

∑
C

(α, λ)
−−−→C ′

λ× E[Rα(GS,(i),NS,(i),H, C)]
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where SRC,Q defined as 1/S(G(i)) if Q = R ≠ C , −1/S(G(i)) if C = R ≠ Q and 0 otherwise. By recalling the observation of
Eq. (4.7), it is straightforward to show that this converges to V̄ (Y , R) as i → ∞. A similar approach can be used to show
that the variance of N̄S,(i)(Y , R) conditioned on a transition in S converges to zero as i→∞. It thus follows that the desired
convergence in probability still holds conditioned on such a transition.

Next we wish to show that for Q ∈ ds(P ◃▹
LS

MemS), E[NS,(i)(H,Q )] converges to V S(H,Q ) as i → ∞. Dynkin’s
formula [e.g. 52, Page 254] gives:

E[f SH,Q (NS,(i))] = 0

and we recall that due to the form of fS , we may write this as:−
R∈ds(P ◃▹

LS
MemS )

E[BR,Q × NS,(i)(H, R)] = 0

where the BR,Q depend on NS,(i) only through the quantities N̄S,(i). It thus follows that:−
R∈ds(P ◃▹

LS
MemS )

AR,Q × E[NS,(i)(H, R)] −→ 0

as i→∞, where thematrix A := (AR,Q ) is as defined earlier in Eq. (4.9). Then since the linear equation xTA = 0was shown
above to have a unique solution that is a probability vector, we have that E[NS,(i)(H,Q )] −→ V S(H,Q ) as i→∞. It then
follows also that the conditional expectation of NS,(i)(H,Q ) given that a transition in S occurred at time 0 converges to the
quantity of Eq. (4.10).

The proof is then concluded by applying Theorem 4.2, Dynkin’s formula and Grönwall’s lemma [e.g. 39, Page 498] to
obtain the final transient convergence result for the CDFs. �

5. Example: customer–service system

We demonstrate the new passage-time analysis techniques on a larger example. We consider a large abstracted
customer–service system with two classes of customers, service preemption and failure. The customers from each class
require access to one of the services before completing their phase of service. Such systems, with very large numbers of
customers and services could for example represent a virtualised service infrastructure, a large parallel architecture running
behind internet search engines or massive multimedia content providers.

The provider of the services can offer different service level agreements (SLAs) to the customers from each class. Often,
these are expressed using the individual passage times defined in Section 3.2. For example, the provider can guarantee that
customers in one of the classes (say, H for high priority) will finish their think action within 8 seconds at least 95% of the
time and that the customers in the other class (say, L low priority) will finish their think action within 40 s at least 80% of
the time. The fluid passage-time analysis techniques described in Section 3.2 are able to verify efficiently whether the two
SLAs are satisfied.

As mentioned previously, the key advantage of the fluid-analysis approach is that it can analyse the large system
configurations very rapidly. Thismeans that large parameter spaces can be explored, evenwhen applying just naïve sweeping
methods. For example, a provider of the customer–service system could try tominimise the number of active services while
still guaranteeing the SLAs. By applying fluid-analysis techniques to different combinations of scheduling policy parameters,
values can be found which both minimise the number of services and satisfy the SLAs, with relatively low computational
cost.

We give a GPEPA definition of a moderately complex customer–service system and demonstrate how to apply the
techniques from Sections 3.1 and 3.2 to access the global passage times and the individual passage times underlying the
above SLAs. We use the Grouped PEPA Analyser (GPA) [18] to show howwe can use the rapid computation of the SLAs over
many system parametrisations to answer various scalability questions.

The two classes of customers are represented by the fluid components CustomerL and CustomerH . Each customer sends
a request to the service and waits for a response. Additionally, the high priority customers are allowed to switch to a mode
where they negotiate a preemption of a low priority customer:

CustomerL def
= (requestL, rrequest).CustomerLproc

CustomerH def
= (requestH , rrequest).CustomerHproc + (timeout, rHt ).CustomerHpreempt

CustomerHpreempt
def
= (preempt, rpreempt).CustomerHproc + (timeout, rHt ).CustomerH

After the response, customers wait for the service to finish, notified by the endL and endH actions. High priority customers
can preempt the service of low priority customers, in which case the low priority service is cancelled and the customer has
to restart the whole procedure. Both customers also have to cater for the possibility of the service failing and need to restart
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when the server is not responding for a period of time:

CustomerLproc
def
= (endL, rend).CustomerLthink + (drop, rdrop).CustomerL + (timeout, rBt ).CustomerL

CustomerHproc
def
= (endH , rend).CustomerHthink + (timeout, rBt ).CustomerH

Finally, both customers are allowed to perform their respective think action, which represents the end of that phase of
service for that customer:

CustomerLthink
def
= (think, rthink).CustomerL CustomerHthink

def
= (think, rthink).CustomerH

The services can either listen to requests from H or L customer and switch between these two states after some time:

ServiceL def
= (requestL, rrequest).ServiceLproc + (switch, rLHswitch).Service

H

ServiceH def
= (requestH , rrequest).ServiceHproc + (switch, rHLswitch).Service

L

After a request, the services initiate the processing for customers, with a possibility of failing. In addition, services serving
low priority customers listen to requests for preemption, which cause the service to drop the served customer and switch
to a higher priority customer:

ServiceLproc
def
= (proc, rLproc).Service

L
end + (preempt, rpreempt).ServiceLdrop + (break, rbreak).ServiceL

ServiceLdrop
def
= (drop, rdrop).ServiceHproc + (break, rbreak).ServiceL

ServiceHproc
def
= (proc, rHproc).Service

H
end + (break, rbreak).ServiceH

When finished processing, the servers notify the respective customers:

ServiceLend
def
= (endL, rend).ServiceL + (break, rbreak).ServiceL

ServiceHend
def
= (endH , rend).ServiceH + (break, rbreak).ServiceH

The whole systems consists of nL
C copies of the CustomerL component and nH

C copies of CustomerH , nL
S services in the

ServiceL and nH
S in the ServiceH state:

Customers{CustomerL[nL
C ] ≀≀ CustomerH [nH

C ]}◃▹A Services{ServiceL[nL
S] ≀≀ Service

H
[nH

S ]}

where the synchronised actions are A = {requestL, requestH , endL, endH , preempt, drop}.
It is easy to see that themodel is split-free and therefore the resultingODEs approximatingmoments of component counts

are piecewise linear [2]. This allows for the possibility of inexpensive computation of a Lyapunov function as described
in Sections 4.2.1 and 4.2.2 which will guarantee convergence of the steady-state passage time as the scale of the system
increases provided by Theorem 4.6.

We need to modify the model as the passage times are not explicitly represented, in the same fashion as in the case of
the client/server model in Section 3. For example if we are interested in the passage time of a CustomerH executing one
think action from the model’s initial state, we create a new absorbing copy of the derivative state of CustomerH and add a
transition after the first think action.

Fig. 6 shows an excerpt of the GPA source file implementing the following experiments. We use the local cooperation
feature of GPA to perform the model modification and conveniently express the absorbing component populations. Each
customer is composedwith amemory fluid component similar to those described in Section 3.2.1which rememberswhether
the first think action has been performed. The initial state NotFinished, defined on line 2 in Fig. 6 for L customers, changes
to the absorbing state Finished after a cooperation on the think action. The pattern matching feature of GPA then provides a
shorthand to express the sum of all absorbing customer components; these are all the components with the memory in the
Finished state. For convenience the expressions for individual passage time CDFs are stored in variables on lines 7 and 8.

Using the modified model, we first investigate the global passage times from Section 3.1. For example, we can look at
the passage time for half of the nL

C low priority customers finishing their first think action. Fig. 7(a) shows the lower and
upper approximations to the CDF of this passage time derived from theMarkov and Chebyshev’s inequalities, for the system
with 100 L customers, 30 H customers, 20 services initially for L and 20 for H .21 Line 12 in Fig. 6 gives an example of the
GPA expression used to produce one of the approximations based on the Chebyshev’s inequality. Fig. 7(a) also compares
these approximations to the bounds obtained by applying a method of Tari et al. [32] using moments obtained by fluid
approximation up to order 4. For approximations based on the Markov inequality, the resulting system of ODEs contains 21
equations. In the case of Chebyshev’s inequality, second order moments are needed and the system contains 252 equations.
To produce bounds from moments of order up to 4 by the method of Tari, there are 12649 moment ODEs, which took 3
minutes to solve on an Intel Core 2 Duo Linux machine.

The individual passage times from Section 3.2 can be used to express the above SLAs. The steady-state individual passage
times from Section 3.2.1 are suitable for themore realistic casewhere the SLAs are guaranteed only after the systemhas been

21 With rate parameters: rrequest = 2, rHt = 1, rpreempt = 3, rLproc = 1, rHproc = 2, rbreak = 1, rBt = 1, rend = 1, rLHswitch = 1, rHLswitch = 2, rthink = 3.
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Fig. 6. Excerpt from the GPA source code used for the experiments.

(a) Half of L finishing. (b) Steady-state individual passage times.

Fig. 7. Figure (a) shows lower and upper approximations to the passage time CDF for half of the low priority customers to finish. The grey lines are the
lower and upper bounds obtained from the Tari method [32] using the first 4 moments obtained by fluid approximation. Figure (b) shows the steady-state
individual passage times. The thick black lines correspond to the two SLAs; the CDF for L customers just falls short of the 80% requirement that it completes
within 40 s.

run for a sufficiently long initial period. Fig. 7(b) shows the steady-state individual passage times for each type of client to
finish their respective think action in a system with 40 available services.22 It is produced using the techniques described in
Section 3.2.1. In the language of Definition 3.3, these steady-state individual passage times can be specified by the following
memory fluid components:

MemS
def
= (think,⊤).MemS

and:

MemT
def
= (think,⊤).MemT 1

MemT 1
def
= (think,⊤).MemT 1

with S := {(MemS ,MemS , think)} and T := MemT 1.
In order to prove convergence of these approximations, we may apply the approaches of Sections 4.2.1 and 4.2.2. The

14 piecewise linear ODEs for the unmodified system are first reduced following the method in Section 4.2.1 which results
in a system of 11 ODEs with a single fixed point. Three linear population invariants corresponding to the conservation of

22 Since the two service states can switch between each other, in the steady state the individual passage time does not depend on the proportion of initial
counts nL

S and nH
S .
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Fig. 8. The effect of the rate rHt on the steady state individual passage time probabilities of the customers. The left figure shows the CDF of the individual
passage time of L customers for a range of values of the rHt rate. The figure on the right compares this with the probability at time t = 8 s taken from a
similar plot for the H customers.

(a) Individual passage time for the H clients taken at the SLA time of
8 s. The darker shaded surface shows the configurations where the
SLA is satisfied.

(b) The intersection of system configurations that satisfy both
H client and L client SLAs. The configuration requiring the least
number of services is circled.

Fig. 9. The combined effect on the steady state individual passage time SLAs of changing the rate rHt and the total number of services, nL
S + nH

S .

the total population size of the two types of customer and one type of service components are automatically identified by
this method. This fixed point is verified to be globally asymptotically stable by finding a feasible solution to a system of
64 LMIs as described in Section 4.2.2. This whole process together with solving the corresponding ODEs is computationally
efficient and takes only a few seconds on a standard Intel Core 2 Duo Linuxmachine.Wemay then use Theorem 4.6 to obtain
confidence in the convergence of these steady-state individual passage-time approximations as the component populations
are scaled up.

Fig. 7(b) shows that this particular parameter configuration fails to meet the SLA for L customers. Assuming the
communication rates and the server break rates are fixed, the system design offers variability in the scheduling policy: that
is, how fast the services switch between serving the two customer classes, rHLswitch and rLHswitch, and how frequently the high
priority customers are allowed to request preemptions, rHt . A modeller will wish to find a configuration of these parameters
that satisfies both SLAs. The left hand side of Fig. 8 shows the steady-state individual passage time CDF for L customers with
the fixed SLA deadline of 40 s as the rate rHt varies. The range of possible values of rHt was discretised into 50 values and the
steady-state passage time analysis run for each. The SLA is met only when the probability at time t = 40 s, highlighted with
the blue curve, is above 0.8, the dashed line. Only small values of rHt result in the SLA being satisfied. The right hand side of
Fig. 8 compares this with the passage-time CDF of H customers at the SLA deadline of 8 s as the rate rHt varies. The SLAs are
jointly satisfied only when the rate is within the interval between around 0.7 and 0.9, highlighted in the plot.

Assuming the services have an associated running cost, the providerwill be interested in reducing their numbers. Fig. 9(a)
shows the passage time probability ofH customers taken at the deadline of 8 s as both the rate rHt and the numbers of servers
nL
S+nH

S vary. Only some of the displayed configurations satisfy the SLA requirement that probability of completion be greater
than 0.95. Fig. 9(b) shows the configurations forwhich both the SLA for L customers, at time 40 s, and the SLA forH customers
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are satisfied. The non-empty intersection shows all the configurations that the system provider can consider. Out of these,
a particular circled configuration minimises the number of running services to 40. If, additionally, the remaining scheduling
policy rates rLHswitch and rHLswitch are allowed to vary, we can sweep to find a parameter combination with only 38 services that
still satisfies the two SLAs. The Iterate command of GPA was used to explore 2500 different configurations. Line 19 of Fig. 6
shows the command to produce Fig. 9(a) and lines 20–21 show how to produce the intersection of the two feasible regions
on Fig. 9(b). Repeating the ODE analysis for all the 2500 configurations takes only around a minute on a standard Intel Core
2 Duo Linux machine.

6. Conclusion

Passage-time measures in Markov chains are extremely useful for expressing probabilistic durations in real-world
applications. Until now these calculations were limited to explicit-state models and were limited by the size of system
being analysed.

In this paper, we have applied recent developments in the fluid analysis of large Markov chains to allow us to approx-
imate passage-time distributions. We have introduced the notion of global and individual passage times as being useful
quantities in the context of massively-parallel systems and have then gone on to develop systematic methodologies for
their approximation with fluid techniques.

We have shown a limiting result for global passage times (Theorem4.4), that for sequences of structurally similarMarkov
chains, the distribution of the actual passage time tends towards the deterministic approximation obtained via fluid analysis.
Secondly, for global passage times, we have shown that fluid techniques can establish both upper and lower approximations
of the cumulative distribution function of system-wide passage times in the Markov chain (Section 3.1.2).

Finally, for individual passage times, we proved that a set of fluid approximations can be used to generate the entire
cumulative distribution function of the required passage time (Theorems 4.5 and 4.6). Furthermore, proving convergence
of these passage-time approximations in the steady-state has required us to develop a powerful new approach coupling
system reduction techniques with stability verification techniques from control theory [45]. We apply this together with a
new continuous-time steady-state convergence result extending similar discrete-time results of Benaïm and Le Boudec [7].

We have demonstrated these techniques on example Markov chains of the order of 2100 states. For the global passage-
time analysis, where the scale of the model is sufficiently large, we observe that the deterministic approximation to the
passage time is reasonably accurate. In cases where there is still significant variability in the passage-time distribution, we
can obtain accurate fluid approximations to CDF bounds. These bounds can, for first and second order, be fairly loose, and
we have shown that the situation can be improved considerably by considering higher-ordermoment approximations using
the Chebyshev inequality or the Tari method [32] for distribution approximation. It is important to realise that a CDF lower
bound for a passage time is conservatively sufficient for verifying SLAs specified in terms of passage-time quantiles, thus
the lower approximations are directly useful.

In the individual passage time case, the fluid approximation converges relatively quickly to the CDF,making it particularly
useful from an engineering perspective. In our case study, we showed that the rapid evaluation of passage time SLAs allowed
us to optimise the parameters of the system. Simultaneously we were able to discover configurations of parameters which
satisfied potentially several SLAs, thus allowing us to solve a constraint-based scalability problem: in this case, how many
servers were required to meet the passage-time service requirements.

Appendix A. Systems of Equations

We have adopted the shorthand vC (t) for vClients,Client(t) and similarly for other quantities.

A.1. First-moment differential equations for CS(n,m)

v̇C (t) = −min(vC (t), vS(t))rr + vCw(t)rtmt + vCt(t)rt
v̇Cw(t) = −min(vCw(t), vSg (t))rd − vCw(t)rtmt +min(vC (t), vS(t))rr
v̇Ct(t) = − vCt(t)rt +min(vCw(t), vSg (t))rd
v̇S(t) = −min(vC (t), vS(t))rr − vS(t)rb +min(vCw(t), vSg (t))rd + vSb(t)rrst
v̇Sg (t) = −min(vCw(t), vSg (t))rd − vSg (t)rb +min(vC (t), vS(t))rr
v̇Sb(t) = − vSb(t)rrst + vS(t)rb + vSg (t)rb (A.1)
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A.2. First-moment differential equations for CS ′(n,m)

v̇Cw ′(t) = −vCw ′(t)rg −
vCw ′(t)

vCw ′(t)+ vCw(t)
min(vSg (t)rd, vCw ′(t)rd + vCw(t)rd)

+
vC ′(t)

vC ′(t)+ vC (t)
min(vS(t)rr , vC ′(t)rr + vC (t)rr)

v̇C ′(t) = vCw ′(t)rg + vCt(t)rs + vCt ′(t)rs −
vC ′(t)

vC ′(t)+ vC (t)
min(vS(t)rr , vC ′(t)rr + vC (t)rr)

v̇Ct(t) = − vCt(t)rs +
vCw(t)

vCw ′(t)+ vCw(t)
min(vSg (t)rd, vCw ′(t)rd + vCw(t)rd)

v̇Cw(t) = −vCw(t)rg −
vCw(t)

vCw ′(t)+ vCw(t)
min(vSg (t)rd, vCw ′(t)rd + vCw(t)rd)

+
vC (t)

vC ′(t)+ vC (t)
min(vS(t)rr , vC ′(t)rr + vC (t)rr)

v̇C (t) = vCw(t)rg −
vC (t)

vC ′(t)+ vC (t)
min(vS(t)rr , vC ′(t)rr + vC (t)rr)

v̇Ct ′(t) = − vCt ′(t)rs +
vCw ′(t)

vCw ′(t)+ vCw(t)
min(vSg (t)rd, vCw ′(t)rd + vCw(t)rd)

v̇Sb(t) = vSg (t)rb − vSb(t)rf + vS(t)rb
v̇Sg (t) = − vSg (t)rb −min(vSg (t)rd, vCw ′(t)rd + vCw(t)rd)+min(vS(t)rr , vC ′(t)rr + vC (t)rr)
v̇S(t) = vSb(t)rf − vS(t)rb +min(vSg (t)rd, vCw ′(t)rd + vCw(t)rd)−min(vS(t)rr , vC ′(t)rr + vC (t)rr)

Appendix B. Proofs and lemmas

B.1. Lipschitz continuity of ODEs

For any GPEPAmodel, the following lemma verifies Lipschitz continuity of f : RN (G)
+ → RN (G) defined in Section 2. It uses

the technical notion of the structural depth of a GPEPA model. This is the largest number of cooperations involving action
type α, whose immediate effect can be seen by a fluid component enabling an α-action within some component group. The
formal definition follows the lemma below. Furthermore, we will require the maximal local alpha-rate for an action type α
defined by Qmax

α (G) := max(H,P)∈B(G){rα(P)} and themaximal local rate defined by Qmax(G) := max(H,P)∈B(G){
∑

α∈A rα(P)}.

Lemma B.1. The system of ODEs, v̇(t) = f(v(t)), corresponding to a GPEPA model, G, is Lipschitz continuous and a Lipschitz
constant is:

K(G) := 2N (G)
−
α∈A

(Dα(G)+ 1)Qmax
α (G)

Proof. We see from Definition 2.4 that for 1 ≤ k ≤ N (G) (corresponding to some (H, P) ∈ B(G)) and v ∈ RN (G)
+ :

fk(v) =
−
α∈A

 −
Q∈B(G,H)

pα(Q , P) Rα(G, v,H,Q )


−Rα(G, v,H, P)

For arbitraryα ∈ A, we focus nowon a term,Rα(G, v,H,Q ) forQ ∈ B(G,H). It is a straightforward application of structural
induction over Definition 2.1 to see that it has the following general form, for some 1 ≤ i ≤ N (G) and 1 ≤ D ≤ Dα(G):

Rα(G, v,H,Q ) = rα(Q )vi ×

D∏
n=1

min(an(v), bn(v))
an(v)

(B.1)

where for any 1 ≤ n ≤ Dα(G):

an(v) ≥ rα(Q )vi ×

n−1∏
m=1

min(am(v), bm(v))
am(v)

Now, the functions an(·) and bn(·) are just instances of apparent rate (Definition 2.2). So they and their minimum,
min(an(·), bn(·)), are all piecewise-linear on closed subsets of RN (G)

+ , each defined by a system of linear inequalities. These
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subsets thus form a covering of RN (G)
+ by closed convex sets. Take an arbitrary such region, say A ⊆ RN (G)

+ . For v ∈ A, some
of the terms of the product in Eq. (B.1) will cancel and, re-ordering indices where necessary, for some D′ ≤ Dα(G):

Rα(G, v,H,Q ) = rα(Q )vi ×

D′∏
n=1

bn(v)
an(v)

and for any 1 ≤ n ≤ D′, the following two inequalities hold:

an(v) ≥ rα(P)vi ×

n−1∏
m=1

bm(v)
am(v)

an(v) ≥ bn(v)
(B.2)

On A, it is straightforward to see that Rα(G, ·,H,Q ) is continuous and, furthermore, on the interior of A, it is differentiable
since the an(·) and bn(·) are linear here. So for any 1 ≤ j ≤ N (G) and v ∈ int(A):

∂Rα(G, ·,H,Q )

∂vj
(v) =


rα(Q )×

D′∏
n=1

bn(v)
an(v)

+ rα(Q )vi ×
∂

∂vj


D′∏

n=1

bn(v)
an(v)


: j = i

rα(Q )vi ×
∂

∂vj


D′∏

n=1

bn(v)
an(v)


: j ≠ i

Write F [l](v) :=
∏l

n=1
bn(v)
an(v)

for 0 ≤ l ≤ D′. Then:

rα(Q )vi ×
∂F [l]
∂vj

(v)

= rα(Q )vi
F [l− 1](v)

al(v)
∂bl
∂vj

(v)− rα(Q )vi
F [l](v)
al(v)

∂al
∂vj

(v)+
bl(v)
al(v)

rα(Q )vi ×
∂F [l− 1]

∂vj
(v)

Applying the inequalities of Eq. (B.2), we obtain:rα(Q )vi ×
∂F [l]
∂vj

(v)
 ≤  ∂bl∂vj

(v)
+  ∂al∂vj

(v)
+ rα(Q )vi ×

∂F [l− 1]
∂vj

(v)


It is clear from the definition of apparent rate (Definition 2.2) that only one of
 ∂bl∂vj

(v)
 and  ∂al∂vj

(v)
 can be non-zero, and it

is no greater than rα(Q ′) for some fluid component, Q ′. Thus by induction:

sup
v∈int(A)

∂Rα(G, ·,H,Q )

∂vj
(v)
 ≤ (Dα(G)+ 1)Qmax

α (G)

Now considering all action types in the same way, we have:

sup
v∈int(A)

 ∂ fk∂vj
(v)
 ≤ 2

−
α∈A

(Dα(G)+ 1)Qmax
α (G)

Wenow apply Lemma B.3 on the open convex set, int(A) to show that f is Lipschitz continuous on Awith a Lipschitz constant
K(G) := 2N (G)

∑
α∈A(Dα(G)+ 1)Qmax

α (G).
For general v1, v2 ∈ RN (G)

+ , consider the line connecting them: (1− t)v1 + tv2 for t ∈ [0, 1]. Let the closed convex sets
making up the covering of RN (G)

+ defined above be {Ai}
N
i=1. Assume the line between v1 and v2 intersects k ≥ 1 of them,

then re-ordering where necessary, there exist {tj}k+1j=1 with t1 = 0, tk+1 = 1 such that for each 1 ≤ j < k, tj < tj+1 and
(1− t)v1 + tv2 ∈ Aj for t ∈ [tj, tj+1]. Now write:

‖f(v1)− f(v2)‖ =

 k−
j=1

(f((1− tj)v1 + tjv2)− f((1− tj+1)v1 + tj+1v2))


≤

k−
j=1

‖(f((1− tj)v1 + tjv2)− f((1− tj+1)v1 + tj+1v2))‖

≤ K(G)

k−
j=1

‖((1− tj)v1 + tjv2)− ((1− tj+1)v1 + tj+1v2)‖

= K(G)‖v1 − v2‖

as required. �
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Definition B.2 (Structural Depth). For any GPEPA model G and action type α ∈ A, the structural depth of G with respect to
α is Dα(G), defined as follows.

Dα(M1 ◃▹
L
M2) :=


1+max{Dα(M1), Dα(M2)} if α ∈ L
max{Dα(M1), Dα(M2)} if α /∈ L

Dα(Y {D}) := 0

Lemma B.3. Let A ⊆ Rn be convex and open. Let g : Ā→ Rn be a function continuous on Ā and differentiable on A. Assume also
that for i, j ∈ {1, . . . , n}:

sup
x∈A

∂gi∂xj
(x)
 ≤ Λ <∞

Then g is Lipschitz continuous on Ā with a Lipschitz constant, nΛ.

Proof. Let x, y ∈ A be arbitrary, and define the function G : [0, 1] → Rn by G(t) := g((1 − t)x + ty). Now, by convexity
of A, G is differentiable on (0, 1) and we have for all t ∈ (0, 1), G′(t) = Dg((1− t)x+ ty) · (y− x). Then:

|Gi(1)− Gi(0)|2 =
[∫ 1

0

dGi

dt
(s) ds

]2
=


n−

j=1

(yj − xj)

2 [∫ 1

0

∂gi
∂xj

((1− s)x+ sy) ds
]2

≤ n‖y− x‖2Λ2

by the Cauchy–Schwarz inequality. So:

‖g(y)− g(x)‖ = ‖G(1)− G(0)‖ ≤ nΛ‖y− x‖

as required. The extension to Ā is trivial by continuity of g and continuity of norms. �
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